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SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM PLANNING OF THE ALLOCATION 
OF EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES IN A SECONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEM
ABSTRACT
This research deals with the allocation of scarce economic re­
sources in a secondary educational system. It is also concerned with 
a methodology for the analysis of the effects that resource allocation 
have on the variables used to measure the operation of a secondary 
school.
The first portion of the research deals with the similarities 
and differences of resource allocation in the educational environment 
and the traditional mercantile environment. This portion of the in­
vestigation identifies three basic improvements needed by educational 
resource management. They are 1) a quantitative process formula re­
lating inputs to outputs, 2) better organization and analysis of existing 
data, and 3) a resource planning model for the local school.
The review of past research in the area of educational resources 
indicates that the development of a planning model with these improve­
ments is feasible; however, a critical factor in the development will 
be the formulation of the weighting coefficients that are used in ana­
lyzing individual factors measuring educational operations. The formu­
lation of the weighting coefficients in previous research did not appear 
to be satisfactory because the techniques involved making subjective 
judgments by the principal.
A model is then developed that eliminated the arbitrary deter­
mination of the weighting coefficients. This is done by assuming that
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the present operating policy is optimal. In addition, the weighting 
coefficients are assumed to be given by ratios of the various costs 
associated with the problem's variables. This allows the application 
of certain mathematical techniques to the problem, such that, the 
weighting coefficients are found analytically without involving any 
subjective judgment.
The model development in this research would provide the 
following results to a secondary school: 1) enable the secondary school 
to quantitatively identify program costs for its present resource allo­
cation, 2) furnish the administrator with important information concerning 
the economic requirements for implementation of future change or to real­
ize future goals, 3) indicate what areas might be strengthened in the 
present system by identifying the manner in which present resources were 
allocated and 4) provide the state educational department with additional 
information to aid them in their allocative decisions.
The feasibility of the model is demonstrated by applying it to 
hypothetical data for a typical secondary school. The methods to plan 
quantitatively for future targets and/or changes are also described.
Finally the thesis discusses procedures for data gathering and 
the various types of sources that could be utilized to obtain these 
data. This data collection phase would be critical for the actual ap­




Education is the largest industry in the United States and 
its total expenditures are exceeded only by national defense. Public 
awareness of the needs for and the opportunities through education 
has resulted in education receiving a larger share of the available 
resources each year. Today nearly ten per cent of the gross national 
product is being spent for education (36). Public secondary schools 
alone annually spent more than $11.4 billion dollars and "employ" 
more than seven per cent of the population (21). While considering 
the magnitude of school expenditures, Benson (3 , p. 15) raised 
several profound questions. Why does formal education cost represent 
ten per cent of the GNP, and how is this money distributed? Benson 
states that these matters are a topic of great interest to economists 
and are part of the body of knowledge relevant to the "allocation of 
resources".
11. The General Problem 
The central topic of educational economics concerns the formu­
lation of the most advantageous organization of the traditional scarce 
resources, which are labor, land, and capital.* In other words, the
*Viner (47) adds a fourth factor of production, technology, 
to the three traditional ones mentioned. This factor has been severely 
limited in its application to education and may be considered to be in­
cluded in the capital component for the purpose of this research.
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students, teachers, school facilities, curriculum, and time are in­
corporated into an operational master schedule. The limited school's 
financial resources are not exceeded, and the educational needs of 
the social and economic environments are satisfied.
There are a number of problems, however, that prevent the ad­
ministrator from dealing with resource allocation in the usual manner.
1. The outputs of an educational system are not easily 
visible or readily measured.
2. The precise formula of the educational process, relating 
the inputs to the outputs, does not exist.
3. A data base of many of the variables associated with the 
educational process is lacking.
4. The organizational structure, size, clientele, staff ex­
pertise, and fiscal resources, differ for local schools 
across the nation.
The basic needs for the improvement of educational resource 
management appear to be:
1. A quantitative process formula that would indicate the 
effectiveness of various systems of educational resource 
allocation in satisfying the social and economic educa­
tional needs;
2. Improved methods of organizing and making detail analysis 
of the available data;
3. A model that would be realistic in applicability and 
feasibility for the local school.
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III. Past Research
The absence of an adequate quantitative learning theory makes 
it most difficult to devise educational strategies for resource allo­
cation, This, however, does not create an insurmountable barrier. 
Careful assesments of both the economics and the educational aspects 
of alternative educational programs are feasible. In recent years 
considerable progress has been made in estimating school inputs 
(11, p. 167).
Burkhead (6 , p. 27) started with the classic economic defi­







d. maintenance and operation
3. Materials and Supplies
a. instructional
b. other
4. Buildings and Equipment.
Various schemes have been formulated that attempted to give 
an indication of the distribution of resources and then used for 
comparative purposes. Some of the independent variables used by 
Burkhead in the Chicago Public High Schools study ( 6, p. 49) were:
Age of school building,
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Textbook expenditure per pupil,
Material and supplies expenditure per pupil.
Teacher salary.
Teacher man-years per pupil,
Administration man-years per pupil.
Auxiliary man-years per pupil.
This study indicated that the primary contribution by the 
school to student performance was the quality of the teacher, which 
was usually correlated with the teacher salary. Burkhead, ( 6 , p. 104) 
however, cautions that cost-effectiveness measures should not determine 
policy. These measures should, however, provide educational policy 
makers with a knowledge of the probable outcomes.
The findings of a study of the Michigan State Department of 
Education (37) agreed with the work of Burkhead. This study demon­
strated that the independent variables having the strongest correla­
tion with pupil performance were of the non-school nature. These were 
the variables representing the student's social and economic background. 
This study also showed that money made a difference only because the 
teachers' salaries level appeared to be related to the system's expen­
diture .
The above appears to represent the typical application of in­
put-output techniques to education. Cohn commented that,
the techniques could not, as yet, be used due to the 
inherent flaws in the analysis. This is not to say 
that such efforts are useless; nothing is farther from 
the truth. But for our purposes here, such a tool can­
not be, as yet, used. (11, p. 167)
The inherent flaws that Cohn referred to are the inability 
to enumerate and quanitify the following:
1. A comprehensive list of all inputs entering the 
process; 2. A comprehensive list of all outputs (or 
outcomes) resulting from the process; and
3. The relationship between inputs and outputs, that 
is, the manner by which inputs are transferred into 
outputs. (10, p. 453)
An alternate to the input-output techniques is PPBS (Planning, 
Programming, and Budgeting System).
PPBS is currently being considered for educational resource 
allocation and recent attempts appear promising. Sisson and others 
(39), however, point out a number of difficulties. Two of the most 
serious ones were relating the planning process to the day-to-day 
operation and accounting for the interaction between projects. As in 
the input-output studies, PPBS application has had the difficulty of 
identifying the factors, called indicators, which will be used to 
judge the benefits of the educational activities (39, p. 240).
A more general approach, dealing with the allocation of re­
sources, attempts to integrate an educational model into macro-economic 
growth models. These models are divided into four categories dealing 
with: 1. student flows; 2. teachers and class-rooms; 3. costs and
finances; and 4. educational personnel needed for social development 
(12, p. 23). Such models have not been applied to individual schools 
or school districts. The reader interested in the large macro educa­
tional models should consult the references mentioned in Correa's 
paper (12) or Forrester's book (16).*
♦Forrester argues, though not so much in this book, 
that econometricians act in an almost anal-compulsive 
manner, being afraid to try to model anything that 
they cannot measure with considerable accuracy. He 
himself adopts the courageous attitude that it is 
better to guess at the values of important parameters 
that are hard to measure than to leave them out of 
the model. (38, p. 1014)
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Lyle, in a survey, (29) listed the following six classical 
variables as achievement determinants in an education system:
1. Male teacher starting salary;
2. Number of books in the library:
3. Average number of years of teaching experience;
4. Average class size;
5. Teacher/Student ratio; and
6 . Per cent of graduates going to college.
The above determinants do not appear to be independent, how­
ever. Obviously average class size and teacher/student ratio would 
be correlated. Because starting salary, library books, and compen­
sation for teaching experience all require financial resources, there 
would presumably be some interaction between them.
One report that suggested a mathematical formulation of the 
interaction between teachers, students, and classrooms was given by 
Correa (12, p. 52). Referring to a large macro model, dealing with 
the flow of students and manpower requirements, Correa used the in­
teraction concept to study the equilibrium between the supply and 
demands of teachers, and the unit cost per student to arrive at the 
national educational targets.
On a micro level, Stankard and Sisson (42) used interaction 
formulas in order to model the relationships between student performances 
and resource allocation. They hypothesized a number of process func­
tions and combined them to arrive at an overall process function.
Their primary difficulty was obtaining a reliable estimate of the 
large number of constants used in the final process
7
function.* Actual costs were not considered in their model.
O'Brien (32) constructed a cost model for an urban school. 
O'Brien's model included cost of school construction, fixed and vari­
able land cost, salaries and current operating expense, fixed and 
variable equipment cost, plus transportation cost. He did not re­
late these to, or incorporate the possibility of, varying teacher 
work load, teacher quality, or any curriculum variables. O'Brien's 
cost model would offer some interesting possibilities for finding 
the desired number and location of schools in a large municipal 
school district, such that, construction and transportation cost 
would be minimized.
Cohn (11), an economist at Pennsylvania State University, used 
the interaction concept to propose the following production function:
' ’^aduL?ionarsyste!) '  ^
Average teacher salary
Number of units per teacher.
Number of different subject
matter assignments per teacher.
Average class size.
Random variation.]
This was similar to Stankard's and Sisson's work (42) except 
Cohn did not actually attempt to define the production function. Cohn, 
instead, proposed "barter terms of trade" which were the partial deri­
vatives of one input with respect to another. As the sum of these 
marginal productions approached zero, the product of the educational
*A lack of a sufficient data base has been previously mentioned,
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system increased. As an example, he assumed that all inputs were 
constant except one, teachers. A larger number of teachers was nega­
tively related to the total product through its effect on the average 
teacher salary, but positively related through its effect on both the 
number of subjects per teacher and the number of units per teacher.
The amount of change each term would produce in the production func­
tion had to be weighted. By varying the number of teachers, while the 
other variables were held fixed, a suboptimal point was obtained.
Then another variable was varied until another suboptimal was reached. 
It was required to return to the previous variables, and make read­
justments. This was repeated until no change in any variable could 
improve the product. This procedure did not guarantee a global opti­
mal and the only costs considered were teachers' salaries.
The main difficulty in Cohn's model would appear in trying to 
establish the various weighting coefficients. In order to explain 
this difficulty the example given by Cohn will be used. First it is 
necessary to give Cohn's notation (11, p. 168).
A = Number of subject matter assignments;
S = Number of sections per unit taught;
T = Number of teachers in the school;
U = Number of units taught;
F = Total amount of funds for teachers salaries;
A/T = Number of subject assignments per teacher;
F/T = Average teacher salary;
S'U/T = Number of courses per teacher;
Q = Total product of the educational system.
9
The example, as given by Cohn (11, Footnote 12, p. 174), is 
the following:
Suppose we have initially the following 
T = 100, F/T = $10,000, S-U = 200 (S-U/T 2), 
and A = 50 (A/T = 0.5). All that we require of 
the principal, at this point, is to weight the 
possibilities of increasing Q by changing T 
alone. We might ask him the following question:
If F/T were to be reduced to $9,000, so that we 
can now hire 11 more teachers, would the reduc­
tion in Q due to the supposedly reduced quality 
of the average teacher be more or less than com­
pensated for by the reduction in the teaching 
load (the new S'U/T is now only 1.8) and the in­
crease in specialization (A/T is reduced to only
0.45)? If he is able to provide answers to such 
questions, marginal changes in T would then be 
made until a small change in T would result in 
no appreciable increase in Q.
In the evaluation of applicability of Cohn's model one must 
examine several of his assumptions caustiously. Although Professor 
Cohn does not specify the process function, if it is assumed that Q 
is the summation of each term, an elementary check of the units of 
each term will show them to be inconsistent. Another difficulty is 
that costs have not been considered and therefore would appear to leave 
unanswered the question: How can educational expenditures be allocated
more efficiently? Moreover, because of the arbitrariness and personal 
judgment in the determination of the weighting coefficients, in addi­
tion to the lack of common units, it would seem that actual applica­
tion of this model would be improbable. However, the concept of the 
existence of an equilibrium appears interesting. If expenditures 
could be incorporated and the above mentioned difficulties reduced, 
a school model that would be useful and applicable for a local school 
would appear feasible.
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This study will develop a model that should provide the de­
cision maker with the data and information concerning other alterna­
tives. To provide the educational decision-maker with such a model 
this study will develop an analytical model which would transform 
economic data into operational alternatives. These alternatives 





Cohn's (11) concept of a state of system equilibrium in a 
school is an interesting adaption of a concept that has been used in 
some of the large macro educational models (12, p. 52).
Barnard (2, p. 240) states that a successful organization is 
one that can maintain a state of equilibrium such that its activities 
satisfy the individual needs sufficiently that they will be induced 
to continue their corporative activities. In other words, an equi­
librium between the benefits and burdens exist. This same type of 
phenomenon should exist in an educational organization.
11. The Study
An equilibrium model of the secondary school was developed 
using Cohn's work (11) as an initial point of departure. This model 
did not attempt, however, to optimize any of the variables.
Our understanding of the underlying structure 
of most complex systems is incomplete, and we are 
often unable to understand the interrelationships 
of all the factors bearing on the decision problem 
in question. To expect optimization in such a 
state of knowledge would be utter folly. (8 , p. 23)
The model tried to help explain how resources are presently allocated.
This type of model should provide four kinds of results:
11
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1. It should enable a secondary school to quantitatively
appraise its present program;
2. It should furnish the administrator the necessary in­
formation to implement plans to realize future goals
or accommodate expected changes;
3. It should provide an indication of what might be done
to strengthen the present program;
4. It should provide state education departments with
operating standards to aid in allocative decisions.
III. Development of the Model
In order to simulate adequately a secondary school educational
system, the following variables were included in the model formulation.
= Number of classes taught;
x^ = Number of teachers in the school ;
Xj = Number of different subjects;
x^ = Number of enrollments;
x^/Xg = Average number of enrollments per subject;
Xj^/x^ = Average number of classes per teacher;
x^/x^ = Average number of subjects per teacher;
x^/x^ = Average number of enrollments per class.
Classrooms and space variables were not included at this point
in order to simplify the presentation of the proposed model.
Most school systems are considerably more so­
phisticated in their planning for building programs 
than they are in planning for operating programs.
Both are important, and there are some evident inter­
relationships between the two. A program-performance 
approach, together with conventional estimates of
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future enrollment, will provide an important part 
of the data necessary for planning both long range 
capital and operating programs. (6 , p. 104)
In order to describe the above terms, an example was used.
A secondary school that teaches in three areas, English, Math, and
Social Studies was employed. There were four levels of English, three
levels of Math, and two levels of Social Studies. Each level of
English and Social Studies have two identical sections, and each


















Figure 2-1. Diagram of Subjects, Courses, and Sections.
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Using this basic course structure, one can assign typical values to 
the variables so that = 15 classes.
If it is assumed that the courses in each area were similar 
in content and required approximately the same skill to teach them 
then,
Xg = 3 subjects.*
If there were three teachers in this school and the average 
student enrolled in four classes, where the average daily attendance 
is sixty, then,
X2 = 3 teachers, and
X .  = 240 enrollments.4
Also, it would follow that
x^/Xg = 80 enrollment per subject, 
x^/x2 = 15/3 = 5 classes per teacher,
Xg/x2 = 3/3 = 1 subject per teacher,** and 
x^/Xj = 240/15 = 16 enrollments per class.
The above terms could now be combined to demonstrate the in­
teraction, and to form a planning index function. This function would 
be given by the following:
,  H  ^3 XI X4f(x) = —  + W2 —  - W3 —  - w^ —  (1)
where Wj(i = 1,...,4) is a weighting coefficient.
*This would probably not be the case in an actual situation.
**If this were actually true, the English teacher would have 
8 classes, the Math teacher 3 classes, and the Social Studies teacher 
4 classes.
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The above function combines the basic elements of the school 
in such a manner that certain mathematical techniques can be used to 
improve the analysis of available data. These techniques will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter III.
The terms used in the above function will now be explained, 
x^/xg has been used to indicate the curriculum depth. In a study of 
the Iowa High Schools (9) a significant correlation (.8007) was 
demonstrated between the average daily attendance and the number of 
credit-units offered. It would appear then, that a ratio of total 
enrollment to the number of different subjects would be an indication 
of the depth of the curriculum. Curriculum depth is contrasted with 
curriculum breadth. The principal might choose to sacrifice breadth 
by offering fewer subjects while introducing added depth (11) by 
offering advanced courses (perhaps equivalent to college freshman 
courses) in a limited number of subject matters.
This balancing between curriculum breadth and depth is indi­
cated by comparing the first two terms of the above function, x^/xj 
and X3/X2 . Increasing the number of subjects (xg) would decrease the 
first term and increase the second term. Hence the second term might 
be used to directly indicate curriculum breadth.
The second term also might be used as an indicator of curricu­
lum continuity. If one wants to assume that a smaller faculty (x^) 
would be able to do more cooperative planning among themselves, then 
this planning could organize the curriculum in such a manner that it 
would enhance the students' understanding of the relationships among 
different subjects and activities encountered throughout the school
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day (34, p. 114). This relationship among subjects and activities 
would be reflected as a measure of curriculum continuity. Then the 
larger the ratio Xj/x2 the greater the continuity. While curriculum 
continuity would tend to keep the number of teachers (X2) small, the 
third term (x^/x^) would oppose this reduction. x^/Xg tends to in­
dicate the teaching load of the average teacher. Decreasing the 
number of teachers (x^) would cause an increase in the work load thus 
opposing the increase in curriculum continuity because of the differ­
ence in the signs of the two terms.
Since this second term is a ratio of number of subjects per 
activity its inverse is an indicator of the degree in which teachers 
are assigned to their areas of specialization and training. In an 
extremely small school, teachers may have to teach outside their area 
of specialization which would increase the teacher's load (14, p. 79). 
However, in schools with a graduating class of at least 100 students, 
practically every teacher should be able to teach in the area of his 
major specialization (34, p. 204) and hence would not appear to be of 
as significant a factor as the previously mentioned factor of curricu­
lum continuity.
The last term x^/x^ indicates a measure of the class size. 
Increasing the number of classes (xj) would tend to decrease the 
average class size but would also tend to increase the teacher work 
load as indicated by the third term (x^/x^). Hence there exists a 
balancing effect between excessive teacher loads and the preference 
of smaller class sizes to larger class sizes. Decreasing the total 
enrollment (X4) would tend to decrease the class size; however, this
17
would tond to limit the curriculum depth (x^/x^) which would also 
tend to influence costs.* Hence the above function appears to re­
late the basic elements of the school, classes (x^), teachers (x^), 
subjects (Xj3 , and enrollments (x^), in such a manner that the inter­
actions and tradeoffs the principal must contend with are evident.** 













Figure 2-2. Relationships between the basic elements of the school.
*Several studies (9), (24) have been made to determine the 
economy of scale with regards to average daily attendance. Cohn esti­
mated the optimal to be about 1,500 pupils for the Iowa State Second­
ary Schools, while Hansen estimated the most efficient size of a 
school district to be approximately 50,000 students for the Boston area.
**There are a number of other terms that might be included in 
the planning index function. A number of these were mentioned in Chapter
I. For the purposes of this study, however, the ternis that have been 
defined are sufficient to demonstrate the effects due to interaction 
and the different choices in resource allocation.
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The directions of flow are determined by the terms in the 
planning index function. The first term relates the enrollment to 
subjects (x^/xj). Increasing the enrollment tends to increase f(x); 
hence the flow direction would be positive from subjects to enroll­
ments. Increasing the enrollments, however, effects the last term 
(x^/xj). The flow direction points from the enrollment toward the 
classes because of the negative sign on (x^/x^). Changes in any term 
or terms has a chain reaction on the rest of the system and affects 
the entire system. Thus changes in teachers will affect class size, 
curriculum, and work load. Either a new operating level will result 
from these changes or policy changes will be in order.
While the formulation just described provides interesting in­
sights into interactions of the components in this educational system, 
it still does not yield much information concerning costs and expendi­
tures. In addition, there is no available information concerning the 
values of the weighting coefficients (Wj, W2 , w^, w^). If costs could 
be related to the weighting coefficients then the two above mentioned 
difficulties would be minimized.
One possibility of relating the cost to the weighting coef­
ficients would be to determine the cost associated with each of the
variables (x^, Xg, x^, x^) and let each weighting coefficient be equal
to ratio of the costs of the corresponding variables. The following 
terms might be used:
= Average cost per class,
Cg = Average cost per teacher,
Cj = Average cost per subject, and
= Average cost pet enrollment.
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The sum of these costs is given by:
Ct = CjXj + CgXg + CgXg + C^x^ ,
where is the total expenditure of the school less the transporta­
tion and building cost.




W3 = C^/Cg 
W4 = C^/C^
Substituting the above cost ratios for the weighting coefficients into
equation 1 the planning index function would then be given by the
following:
*"4 ^4 ^3 ^3 ^1 ^1 ^3 ^4
C2 and Ct appear to be the only costs that could be determined with­
out a great deal of difficulty. An estimate of C2 might be the aver­
age teacher salary plus 15 per cent for fringe benefits and overhead 
costs. could probably be determined from the budget.* Unfortun­
ately the accurate cost data required to establish a consistent and 
complete set of weighting coefficients does not exist and would be
*See Appendix A for an example of a budget and its typical 
organizational structure. Appendix B demonstrates how the typical 
budget might be reorganized into the above proposed categories. This 
cannot be done in practice however, because the needed cost data does 
not exist.
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very difficult to obtain, in actual practice. In fact, since most 
districts do not budget for the individual schools (3, p. 262).
The determination of the weighting coefficients would be a serious 
problem.
A procedure for determining these unknown costs needed for 
the model will be developed in the next chapter. These procedures 
will later be used for planning purposes and will be demonstrated in 
Chapter IV.
Most states require some minimum number of classes in specified 
subjects matters; however, these minimum requirements rarely serve as 
constraints except for perhaps the very small school. In addition to 
state board of education requirements there are a number of other con­
straints with which the principal must contend. Some of these other 
constraints are quite formal while others are informal and difficult 
to quantify. Teacher contacts. Federal standards, and P.T.A. requests 
are some of the less visible environmental pressures that influences 
the principal's choices. A lower constraint on the number of classes 
might be determined by the requirements in the teacher contracts that 
class size must be less than thirty. Thus given the enrollment, the 
number of classes needed could be determined. The enrollment is usually
determined by the board of education by fixing the school boundaries. A
lower constraint on enrollment would be all the pupils that were within 
the school boundaries that did not seek other forms of education. The 
minimum number of subjects might be the result of a combination of
P.T.A. wishes for certain educational emphasis, and requirements for
eligibility for federal funds.
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Of course there are also financial constraints. Financial 
constraints result from the competition for public funds. The finan­
cial level of economic support for education directly reflects the 
educational system's ability to compete effectively with other public 
institutions, such as, welfare, highways, and medical care. These 
constraints must be included in the planning model if it is to reflect 
these additional pressures.
IV. Summary 
Summarizing the model presented in this chapter.
_ , .  ̂ Curriculum






Work Load ’ Size
C4X4 ^ C 3X2 CjXj C4X4
C3X3 ^2*2 C2%2 CjXj
X. ^  b. i = 1,...,4 
4  ̂ ^




X. > 0 ,  b. > 0, C. > 0, i = 1,...,4 1 —  ’ 1 —  1 —
xjL = Number of classes 
X2 = Number of teachers 
X3 = Number of subjects 
x^ = Number of enrollments
and
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Cj = Average cost per class,
= Average cost per teacher,
= Average cost per subject,
= Average cost per enrollment,
bj = Lower constraint on classes,
b^ = Lower constraint on teachers,
bg = Lower constraint on subjects,
b^ = Lower constraint on enrollment, and
= Total expenditure of the school less 




It has been asserted by educators and economists alike, that 
there exists, in education, a serious misailocation of resources. A 
considerable number of researchers have investigated the problem; how­
ever, at the present time their solutions have not been fully imple­
mented so that they have not achieved significant results for education. 
Many of the problems that have been encountered are traceable to the 
weaknesses of the traditional budgeting and accounting procedures that 
limit the amount of data that can be obtained.
Successful model application has been found to be difficult 
in a number of areas. Formulating the general structure of most models 
is straightforward, but as Wagner (48) warns "an application may be 
standard, yet it need not be routine." Wagner also stated that a common 
element of successful Operations Research (OR) model application has been,
....a willingness on the part of the opera­
tions researcher to devise a model that plays down 
the emphasis on producing rational decisions. The 
guiding idea has been to devise models that can 
inform an executive as to the likely effects of 
decision strategies that he himself has formulated.
This approach must be contrasted with the usual 
models that yield their own recommended decisions: 
in those cases, the proposed solutions are based 
on a limited amount of data and a restricted in­
ternal logic. ...there is a need for OR models 
that permit a manager to evaluate decisions that 
satisfy his personalized rationality, (p. 1271)
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The model developed in this study attempted to provide the 
manager of an educational system with an OR model that will assist in 
decision making as described by Wagner.
II. The Nonlinear Problem
It may be recalled that in the development of the objective 
function for the model in Chapter II and summarized on pages 21-22, 
that the objective function was composed of selected indicators of the 
educational operation. These indicators were curriculum depth (x^/x^), 
curriculum breadth and continuity (x^/x^), teacher work load (x^/x^), 
and class size (x^/xj). The need for curriculum breadth was based on 
two premises: one, the needs of the student, and two, the needs of 
society. The needs of society require numerous mandatory courses and 
the needs of the student call for a diversified program. A wide range 
of elective Bourses is basic in meeting the needs of the individual 
students (34, p.116). In addition to the desire for curriculum breadth 
is the desire for curriculum depth and continuity. A school should 
provide sufficient depth in its subjects so that each student has an 
opportunity to pursue his programs of special interest and develop his 
full potential (34, p.118). It is also desirable to achieve a curri­
culum organizational structure that integrates the subject matter into 
a program that gives each student maximum experiences that facilitate 
the students' seeing relationships among the different subjects and 
activities (34, p.115). Hence it would be desirable for the indicators 
of curriculum depth, breadth, and continuity to show evidence of high 
levels.
Even the best teacher can not be expected to perform well when 
his teaching load is excessive (II, p.169). A teacher that has an
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excessive work load is placed under a double handicap. He will lack 
sufficient time for the individual student and will be able to do only 
minimal preparation for his classes (34, p.204). Therefore excessive 
work loads should be discouraged. There is a general feeling among 
educators that class size is also a crucial variable and that education 
can be improved as class size is reduced (6 , p.32). Thus reducing the 
number of pupils per class should be encouraged.
Using the above rational, the model may be classified as a maxi­
mization problem for the normal ranges encountered for the x^'s. The 
model has been rewritten below in order to put it into the standard 
Operations Research form as described by Zangwill (51).
C4X4 C3X3 CjXj C4X4
max. f(X) = T  +
Subject to:
&3X3 C2%2 C2X2 Cjx^
Xĵ  - b^ ^  0
*2 " ̂ 2 -  ̂
%3 - ̂ 3 ^  0
%4 - b* > 0
Ct - (C^Xi+C^Xz+C^Xs+C^x,) 1  0
and
Xi 1  0, bi >. 0, C- 0, i = 1,. . . ,4 .
111. Present Level of Operation 
It was assumed that the present values of the x^'s with a par­
ticular secondary school were the optimal operating policy for the ini­
tial planning period. This meant that the policy makers for a particu­
lar school were reacting to the total environment, both quantified and 
nonquantified factors. The present level of operation may or may not
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have appeared to be rational. This was due to the previously mentioned 
factors of limited data, incomplete or limited understanding of the 
process, or internal logic, and a complex personalized rationality.
Hence the assumption that the present level of operations was 
the optimal policy basically assumed that the particular school was 
operated by professionals who adapted their decision process to an indi­
vidual school's environment. The assumption took into account the par­
ticular school, the particular policy maker, and the particular forces 
acting on both. This optimal operating level vector is designated by X°.
IV. Statement of the Problem 
The value of the optimal operating level X° is known for the 
function f(x), subject to the given constraints. While X° is given, the 
C^'s and bj's are not known. is known. Thus, given X° and it is 
necessary to find the values of the C^'s and test the effects of the bj's.
V. Solution Procedure
The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessarily satisfied if X° is
the optimal point for the nonlinear programming problem.* The Kuhn-
Tucker (K-T) conditions are defined in the following:
Consider the NLP (nonlinear programming problem)
max. f(x)
subject to gj(x) i  0 i = 1,.. . ,m
where all functions are differentiable. Let X° be an optimal solution, 
and assume the constraint qualifications hold. Then the following 
three conditions also hold:
‘Throughout the remainder of the development all functions are as­
sumed differentiable.
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(1) X° is feasible.
(2) There exist multipliers ^ 0 ,  i = l,...,m, such that,
XigiCx°) = 0  i = l,...,m, and
(3) m
Vf(x°) + [ XiVg.(x“) = 0
i=l
Conditions 1, 2, and 3 collectively are called the Kuhn-Tucker 
(K-T) conditions.
First, K-T condition 1 holds trivially because of the assumed nature 
of the problem. In other words, the values in the model are assumed 
feasible because they are being used. The optimal values are given 
by:
*1 = *1 *3 = *3
%2 = *2 =4 = *4 '
Next, K-T condition 2 is given by the following;
(4) Xj(x°-bp = 0
(5) XgCx^rbg) = 0
(6) A^Cx'-bj) = 0
(7) AjDq-bj) = 0
( 8 )  X j t C j - C j X j - C j X l - C j X ^ - C ^ x p  .  0 .
Finally, K-T condition 3 is given by the following:
Cl C /X /
C ^ " "  ^1 ■ ^5^1 " °
C% Xz Cixi 
(1°) - c;;]? + c;;]? + - XgC, = o
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C4X4 ^3
“ C ^  ^4 " ^5^4 " °
The (K-T) conditions generated nine equations and introduced 
an additional five unknown variables, the X^'s. Thus, additional in­
formation concerning the X^'s is desired. The X^'s, on an intuitive 
basis, indicate the approximate increase in the objective function of 
a per unit increase in the b^'s. If x(b) is the optimal point and is 
expressed as a function of the resource availability b then.
( 5 1 ,  p .  66)
This can be rewritten, using the chain rule, as the following:
"3) -  = J j  • 9b^ = k = l,...,m ,
For the model, in the case at hand. Equation 13 becomes the 
following :
ru-i A = y ^  3f_ 3f . 3X4
1 3x^ 3bĵ  3x^ 3bj *3x^ 3b^ *3Xg 3bĵ  *3x^ 3b^
, V 3f ^*1 3f ^*2 3f ^*3 3f ^*4(lb) A — ) ' ■ • - .  =  ■ -  ■ •  . . . . + . . . . . .  I •  — —... + I . • ---------- 4 . .  •  I ■
2 3x^ 3b2 3xj 3b2 3X2 ^^2 ^^3 ^^2 ^^4 ^^2
riei X = y 3f_ 3f _ 3*4
3 i-j ^^i ^^3 ^^1 3b^ 3x2 Sbg 3xj 3b^ 3x^ 3bg
4
(17) X^ = % 3f 3xi_3f . 9X1  ̂3f 3X2 ^3f 3%3 |3f 3x4
i“l 3x^ 3b^ 3Xj 3b^ 3X2 3b^ 3x^ 3b^ 3x^ 3b^
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, , , _ y 3f _9f I 3f .3*2 3f 9f ^^4
*■ -' 5 3xj ’ 3C^ ~3xj ‘ 3C^ SXg * 9C^ 3Xg ' 3C^ 3x^ ' 3C^
This gives some additional expressions concerning the X^'s but there 
has been a number of partial derivatives introduced.
The evaluation of the partial of f(x) with respect to the 
partial of x^ is straightforward. The evaluation of the partial of 
with respect to the partial of b^ must be analyzed for two cases.
Case 1 is where the constraint j is active so that,
gj[x(b)] = bj .
Case 2 is where constraint j is not active so that,
gj[x(b)] > bj .
For Case 1, where all the constraints are assumed active, it
is assumed that any constraint j will remain active in some small
neighborhood by bj as bj is varied, hence
where
0 if j k 
'ik = Ij if j = k pi - P- 68).




* 4  = 64
CjXj  ̂C^x, . C3X3 . C,Xj =
30







557 = 3b^ * 3b^ ' "
Similarily, Equations 15, 16 and 17 become:
^3*3 ^1*1
‘3 = c- ^  •  | 7>
C4 C4 
(23) X, = (- =-2- + '4 CjX^ CgXg
From the budget constraint
^1*1 ^2*2 ^ ^3*3 ^ ^4*4 " ^t
the following are obtained
9x





3 C  =
31
Here Equation 18 is written as:
H  ■ » . < -  è  • ¥ f '  • a  • a
C X C- C C
* + c;;;) + - c;;-)
or
‘‘ ■ ‘a ? ’ ■ - a ? " " * ' * '
This gives the additional equations desired for Case 1. Next, Case 2 
will be investigated in order to see if an information can be obtained 
when all the constraints are not active.
For Case 2, where none of the constraints are active, it is as­
sumed that they will remain inactive as b^ is varied in a sufficiently 
small neighborhood. Consequently,
9x.
3b7  ^ ° ' 1 = 1,.••,n .
(51 , p . 68) .
This essentially states that if a constraint is not a binding 
constraint, it can be moved around in a small neighborhood without 
changing the solution.
Case 2, did not yield new information about the Xj^s; however, 
perhaps some information can be obtained concerning the C^'s. From 
Equations 9 through 12, where the constraints were not active (Case 2), 
the following are obtained:
(.5,







From both Equation 26 and 28 the following is obtained:
(29) = CgXg*
This indicated that for Case 2, where the constraints were 
inactive, the total expenditure for subjects must be equal to the 
total expenditure for classes. From Equations 25 and 27 the following 
relationship is indicated.
(C X (C.x
Substituting Equations 29 and 30 into the budget constraint
yields,
or
(CiX;)2 + 2 CzXzOCpi) + (CzX,)^ < C^fCzX,)
(CiXi)2 + 2 € 2X2(01X1) + (02X2)^ - [^(€2X2) < 0
^This implied that was strictly positive.
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Thus for Case 2 only ranges for the costs values, C^x^, C^x^, 
and C^x^, can be found.
It is desirable to obtain a unique solution, if possible, for 
the C^'s in order that the planning periods in the future could be 
determined with as small a variation as possible. Hence Case 1, where 
the constraints were active, will be investigated in more detail to 
see if a unique solution for the Cj's can be obtained.
By definition, the K-T multipliers (Xĵ 's) must be zero or 
positive. In the original formulation of the problem the x^'s and the 
Ci's were also required to be zero or positive. This might be ex­
pressed as,
X . X . z. 0 and1 1
C^x^ >.0 i = 1,...,4.
Thus, returning to Case 1, Equations 20, 21, 22 and 23 are rewritten 
by multiplying Equation 20 by x^, Equation 21 by x^, Equation 22 by x_, 
Equation 23 by x^ and transferring the negative term to the other side 




^2 2 2 2
(33)
2 2 3 3
(34)
3 3 1 1
When 31, 33 and 34 are added, the following results.
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^4*4 ^ C3X3 ^ ^4*4 ^ ^ C4X4 ^ C4X4
CjXi CgXg CgXg "  C ^  C^X^ C^X^
When the redundant terms C^x^/C^x^ and C^x /C^x^ are subtracted from 
each side of the above inequality, then
(35) ' *
^2^2 *"2^2
In order to satisfy expressions 32 and 35 simultaneously the following 
equality must hold
(36) C^Xj = CgXg ** .
This reduces expressions 32, 34 and 35 to identities. Now from 31:
,2
and from 33
(C4X4)(C2X2) i  (CjXj)'
(C4X4) (CjX^) X. (CgX,,) ̂  .
But from 36, C^x^ = C^x^, thus in order to satisfy both 31 and 33 
equality must hold. Consequently,
(37) (C^X^)2 = (CgXg)^ = CgXg'CjXj .
The budget constraint, for Case 1, requires that
*It was assumed that C^x^ > 0 . In the applied case this re­
striction would be appropriate. The equality conclusion could have 
also been reached by adding 25, 26 and 28 and subtracting out the re­
dundant terms. A similar operation would show the necessity for
equality for 25, This equality in turn, would demonstrate the neces­
sity of CLx^ > 0, i = 1,...,4.
**This was the same result as obtained for Case 2 and given by 
Equation 29.
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^1*1 CgXg + CgXg +
Substituting 36 and 37 into the budget constraint
(CjXj)2
^1*1  ̂ ^2*2 + + C2%2 "
or
(38) (CiX,)2 + ZCgXgCCiXi) + (CgX^)^ - C^CgXg = 0
From the quadratic formula,
(39) CjXj = - C^X; .
If C2X2 = (J)Ĉ where,
0 ;<({.<. 1
then
Ci^l = /* - *C^ . **
Equation 40 results from substituting Equation 37 into Equation 38 
and applying the quadratic formula again,*** and
*This assumes that money was one of the limiting scarce resources.
**(}i is the fraction of the total budget being allocated for 
teachers (* = C2X2/C ).
***In both cases the infeasible roots of the quadratic arc to be 
disregarded. The infeasible roots are the ones that cause 
C.x <0, i = 1,,..,4,
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If as before, then Equation 40 can be rewritten
as the following:
(41) C4X4 = C^(l+*-2V*)
The above will now be briefly summarized. The K-T conditions 
yielded a number of necessary conditions for to be an 
optimal. However they also introduced five additional variables, the 
Aj^'s. Additional information was obtained for the A^'s by breaking 
the problem into two cases. Case 1, where all the constraints were 
active, yielded five equations for the A^'s. Case 2, where no con­
straint was active, simply yielded that when a constraint is inactive 
it cannot affect the value of the objective function f(x) as the con­
straint is moved in a small neighborhood. However, some information 
was obtained about the C^'s but it was not sufficient to result in a 
unique solution for the C^'s. When Case 1 was investigated further, 
using the previously obtained information about the A^'s, a unique 
solution was obtained.
Equations 39 and 40 yielded the desired unique solution.*
This was obtained for Case 1 , where all the constraints were active.
It was of interest to note that Equation 29 was the same as Equation 
36. In other words, both Case 1 and Case 2 yielded C^x^ = C-x^. It 
was also interesting to note that for the value of C^x^ the difference 
between the results for Case 1 and Case 2 where none of the constraints 
were active was an inequality instead of an equality as in Equation 40.
*A unique solution was possible when CoX2 and C't were known. In 
practice the fraction of the total budget spent for teachers could be 
obtained without a great deal of difficulty and the total exnenditure 
(C^) would be obtained from the budget and would normally be considered 
a constraining scarce resource ( 3 , p. 14).
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This inequality was due to the budget constraint. Hence would
be given by a range in Case 2 instead of a unique value as in Case 1.
The range of C^x^ was dependent upon the slack in the budget con­
straint. As the slack in the budget constraint decreased, so did the 
range of C^x^ until the constraint became active, in which case, C^x^ 
was fixed.
Because of the dependency of C^x^, C^x^, and C^x^ values upon 
the value of the fraction of the total budget spent for teachers ((Ji), 
this relationship was investigated further.
Figure 3-1 shows the variation in the fraction of the budget 
spent for classes (C^x^/C^) as the fraction spent for teachers (ij)) 
varied from zero to one. It might be noted that the total expenditure
for classes cannot exceed twenty-five per cent of the total budget.
Figure 3-2 shows the variation in the fraction of the budget 
spent for the subjects as varied from zero to one. It might be noted 
that Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 3-1 are identical. Thus the total expenditure 
for subjects cannot exceed twenty-five per cent of the total budget. 
These two curves are identical because of the identity C^x^ = C^x^.
Figure 3-3 shows the variation in the enrollment expenditure 
fraction as * is varied for zero to one.
Figure 3-4 demonstrates the variation in the fraction of the 
budget spent for classes as the expenditure for enrollment was changed. 
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Figure 3-4. Enrollment and Class Costs Curves.
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and enrollment expenditure would be the same as Fig. 3-4.*
Returning to the expressions 20, 21, 22, 25 and 24, the reader 
may note that the values of the X^'s would be zero at the optimal 
point when the constraints were active because of the equalities for 
the expressions 25, 26, 27 and 28. A closer inspection of the objec­
tive function would show it to be zero also. This was due primarily 
to Equation 26.
Of significant interest was the value of the objective func­
tion and whether it was the maximum value. Optimality was not guar- 
ranteed by only satisfying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The K-T con­
ditions are; by themselves, not sufficient as was illustrated by an ex­
ample given by Zangwill p. 45).
In Case 1, where all the constraints were active, the solution 
space was limited to a point; hence, the solution had to be the maximum. 
It must also be remembered that this point was assumed to be an maxi­
mum. When the lower constraints on the Xj's were relaxed, one was 
able to demonstrate that the solution was in general not the maximum 
solution.**
For example, when the only active constraint was the budget 
constraint, increasing x^ at the expense of x^, (increasing subjects 
while decreasing enrollments) increased the value of the objective 
function when the other values were held constant. Decreasing x^ 
while increasing Xj also increased f(x). Also any changes in x-̂
*See Appendix D for the data for Figs. 5-1 through 5-4.
**This was demonstrated by finding the values for the C^'s and 
then, while holding the other variables fixed, varying one variable 
at a time for both increasing and decreasing changes.
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(classes) caused decreases in f(x). The reason for this was that
the solution was located at a saddle point for and x^. The point
was the maximum for x^ (classes) and the minimum for
Xj (subjects) . This solution established a relationship between x^ 
and X3, namely C^x^ = C^x^. The addition of this relationship to the
nonlinear programming problem would now cause the given operating level
to be the maximum in the general case.
This relationship of C^x^ = C^x, was found to have several 
practical interpretations in the actual case. For example, x^/x^ 
would be the average number of classes per subject. This ratio would 
normally be constant or at least the average value for the ratio for 
a school would tend to remain the same from one planning period to the 
next. There are several reasons for this. First, most state school 
systems are administered by a state department of public instruction 
which develops courses of study, and provides uniform leadership and 
general supervision for the various curriculum programs (20, p. 113). 
This tends to result in uniform curriculums. Next, the local boards of 
education may regulate requirements beyond those prescribed by the 
state agency. Finally, the National Science Foundation and other 
groups have developed national curriculum programs that are being made 
available to state and local education boards. Thus the maximum solu­
tion, when the relationship C^x^ = C_x held, was found to be f(x) =0.
The next part of the problem was to solve for the x^'s given 
the C j ' s .  This problem would arise when the model would be used for 
planning to accommodate certain expected changes, such as increases 
or decreases in the total enrollment. The factors that were to be 
determined in this case were 1) the level of the economic resource
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input, and 2) the manner in which the economic resources were allocated 
within the organization.
There were several approaches available to determine these 
factors. The first approach described below offers some interesting 
insight into the internal workings of the model. The solution of the 
model was found to be independent of the values of the b^'s. This 
was assuming that the values of the b^'s did not result in the x^'s 
being infeasible (K-T condition 1].* It was convenient and reasonable 
then to assume that = bj^, i = 1,...,4. This permitted the A^'s 
(i = 1,...,4) to be given by Equations 20, 21, 22 and 23,** which are 
repeated below.
(20) X, =






'S + '4*4((CiXi)2 (C,x,)2̂
*
*It should be pointed out that the b^'s are only for i = 1,...,4
and do not include C^.
**The principal difference between the K-T multipliers (Xj's) for 
inequality and equality constraints is that the multipliers for the 
equality constraints are permitted to be negative in addition to posi­
tive or zero, while the multipliers for inequality constraints are re­
stricted to be positive or zero.
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Prior to considering the interpretation of the A^'s, it was 
necessary to examine the effect of possible variations in the values 
of the costs. It may not be realistic in the applied case to assume 
that the values of the costs would remain constant over a planning 
period of approximately five years. If one were to consider varia­
tions due to a known inflation rate, then period-by-period variations 
in the costs could be readily found. The simplest case would be 
where the variations in the rate remain constant; i.e., the variations 
in the inflation rate would be so small between periods as to be con­
sidered insignificant (36, p. 373).* The primary effect of a positive 
inflation rate is to decrease the present worth of future expenditures. 
This effect becomes more pronounced as the number of planning periods 
increase.
Once the costs were determined for a particular planning peri­
od it was a straightforward task to find the various x^'s required to 
reestablish the system's equilibrium. For example, if x^ (enrollment) 
was expected to change in some future period then the expected results 
could be found by examining Equations 20 through 24. An increase in 
X4 caused Aj to become positive and A^ to become negative. As mentioned 
earlier, this would indicate that increasing b^ (lower bound on classes) 
would increase f(x) while increasing bj (lower bound on subjects) 
would decrease f(x). There were several ways of obtaining equilibrium
*lnflation rates rarely, if ever, remain constant. Reisman pre­
sents a generalized model for the case where inflation rates are dif­
ferent during different periods (36, p. 379). A considerable simpli­
fication of the calculations, however, can be accomplished by finding 
the mean inflation rate and using this value to determine the varia­
tions in the costs (36, p. 390).
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in the system. To obtain a value of zero for A^, for example, one 
might increase the value of Xj (classes) or decrease the value of 
X2 (teachers). Similarly could become zero by increasing x^ (sub­
jects) or decreasing X2 (teachers). Decreasing the number of teachers 
however, violates the constraint, X2 >. b2 - Increasing the number of 
classes and subjects would result in the budget constraint being vio­
lated. Thus, unless was increased or the lower limit on the number 
of teachers was decreased, equilibrium was not possible. Of course 
there was always the possibility of changing some of the C^'s. In the 
actual case, is usually increased and hence, the number of classes 
could be increased. This, however, causes A2 and Ag to become positive 
and A4 to be negative. b2 (lower limit on the number of teachers) 
would normally be increased when the number of classes and the enroll­
ment were increased and this would tend to increase f(x). Increasing 
b2 would also cause Aj to become more positive and Ag to become more 
negative. In addition to the A^ requirements for optimality it must 
be remembered that the model will not be optimal unless Equation 36 
is satisifed.
The above discussion demonstrates the interaction of the vari­
ables and the dynamic nature of the system. This type of exercise 
would enable a practitioner to gain the seasoning needed for imple­
mentation which inherently requires adhering to systematic procedures 
and paying careful attention to detail (49, p. 927). This type of 
exercise would eventually lead to the new equilibrium state in a manner 
similar to that which produces an asymptotically stable condition in
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the large for systems based on the Liapunov theory.*
The most straightforward method of finding the new values for 
the x^'s, was using the same equations used to compute the C^'s.**
In Equations 39 and 40, it was noted that must be known 
before the new values for the x^'s can be determined. The projection 
of the availability of funds to finance an educational plan, (C^) 
could be made by studying the characteristics of the sources of the 
funds in the past (13, p. 205); for a trend, observations in the ten 
most recent years could probably be justified as could extrapolations 
for ten years into the future. Rapid changes in economic and social 
conditions are likely to prevent valid projections beyond the ten- 
year period (20, p. 327). Such a model may be economically naive 
since possible discontinuities are rarely considered.***
*See Lasalle and Lefschetz (28) for more detail. Zangwill (51, 
p. 225) summarizes asymptotic stability with the following comments. 
"A ... system represented by A is called asymptotically stable in the 
large if, given any initial point z^,




Asymptotic stability in the large means that, given any initial state 
of the system, as time progresses the system eventually evolves to 
the equilibrium position." (51, p. 225-226)
**See Equations 39 through 41.
***While the projection of these values is an important topic, it 
is not within the scope of this study for a typical projection 
methodology, see Garvue (20).
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Garvue (20, p. 356) pointed out that cost projections for 
educational budgeting were straight-line in form. Benson (3) indi­
cates the reason for this was that "The comfortable position for a 
school board is to maintain a habitual pattern of expenditure." In 
so doing, the school board avoids facing the taxpayers with any sharp 
increases in tax rate except for those that can be clearly justified 
in terms of physical growth, i.e., growth in size of pupil population. 
(3 , p. 302)*
Once the long-term total educational expenditure projection 
was complete, the x^'s were obtained from Equations (39) and (40), 
which are repeated below.
(39) CjXj = CgXg = - CgXg
(40) - 2 Æ 7 C ^
If X2 were already known in addition to x^t* then the above 
equations could be used for long-term budgeting such as attempted in 
planning programming and budgeting systems.
*This pattern was not expected to change in the near future. 
Garvue states, "It is likely, that budgeting will remain on a crisis 
to crisis, short-term basis, and emphasis will continue to be on de­
termining 'what the traffic will bear' ... Thus, the tail (revenue) 
will continue to wag the dog (program)." (20, p. 357)
**This may be due to contractual agreements with the teachers, 
legal constraints imposed by the State Board of Education, or perhaps 
educational targets to be strived for.
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If estimated values for funds needed and funds avail­
able are in harmony or if the difference between them 
is not too large, it is likely that it will be possi­
ble to finance the educational plan as it is. If this 
is not the case, it will be necessary to study the 
possibility of reducing expenditures on education 
while still attaining provisional targets. If this 
were not possible, the targets themselves might need 
to be revised. (13, p. 205)
VI. Summary
This chapter described the techniques used to find a solution 
to the resource allocation model that was developed in Chapter II. 
Several assumptions were necessary. First, the present level of 
operation was assumed to be the optimal operating policy. The next 
assumption was that all costs were greater than zero. This was followed 
by the assumption that all the constraints were active. Then it was as­
sumed that the total expenditure (C%) and the cost for teachers (C^) 
were known. These resulted in unique values for the remainder costs. 
Once these equations (39) and (40) for the costs were established to 
give the optimal solution; the next step was to indicate how the model 
could be used for planning future operating policies. To do this 
either the total expenditure (C%) and one variable (x^) or two vari­
ables must be known for the future period. Finally, effects of infla­




After developing the resource allocation model and solution 
techniques, the model's use was then demonstrated with data from a 
typical school found in Appendix A for two cases. The first case 
used the expected projection of enrollment and a variation in revenues 
through a fixed rate of inflation. In the second case a revised set 
of educational targets of classes and teachers were substituted into 
the model to determine the resulting projected educational expenditure 
needs. The two cases were compared to see if the estimated values for 
funds needed and funds available were in harmony. Where these fund 
flows were not equal, various revisions were discussed that would make 
it possible to bring the two variables into harmony. Finally, the 
data gathering was discussed along with the sources and various types 
of data needed.
II. Case 1
In Case 1 an expected projection of the future enrollments was 
assumed along with the expected revenues and a fixed rate in inflation. 
The expected revenue was given by expenditure per pupil plus an incre­




Figure 4-2 shows the expected revenue for the planning period.** 
This projection was based upon the current expenditure per pupil plus 
an allowance for inflation. Thus the level of community support for 
the educational system was not expected to change. Therefore, one 
would not expect radical change or experimentation within the school 
system. Also shown in Fig. 4-2 is a plot of the expected revenue if 
inflation was ignored. It was interesting to note the amplification 
in the slope of the revenue curve when an increase in enrollment was 
coupled with an increasing inflationary environment. This is of parti­
cular importance when the long-term educational planning horizon extends 
past a few years. Thus inflation had to be taken in account in the pre­
paration and utilization of a complete long-term education plan for the 
school.***
*Planeville expected a 50% increase in the enrollment over the next 
five years. The reason for this increase was due to a campaign by the 
local Chamber of Commerce to attract new industry. The data for the in­
crease in the enrollment were based upon the schedule that the Chamber 
of Commerce was working on to attract industry and thus population.
**The data for the figures and discussion in this chapter are given 
in Appendix D as computer output. The program listing of the planning 
index model is given in Appendix C.
***Most of the present methodologies proposed for long-term micro 
educational planning models fail to include inflation in their estimates. 
Since the inflation rate is an uncertain factor, reliability decreases 
as one moves further into the future and thus, any assumptions based on 
the model are more likely to be invalidated as the planning horizon in­








































Figure 4- Expected Revenue Curves.
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Figure 4-3 indicates the number of courses that would be 
needed to maintain approximately the same class size for the planning 
period. This was computed by requiring the enrollments per class
to remain a constant. Small class size is often projected as 
politically desirable, yet is said to increase system cost. The ef­
fect of changing class size was tested later in the chapter.
Figure 4-4 indicated the number of teachers needed to maintain 
the classes per teacher the same constant ratio as at the be­
ginning of the planning horizon.
After developing the preceeding relationships from the typical 
school data of Appendix A, it was necessary to determine the value of 
the time trended variable x^ (subjects). In the previous chapter the 
identity C^x^ = was found. The costs and were known at the
beginning of the planning horizon; however, inflation had to be con­
sidered. If it were assumed that the constant rate of inflation were 
0, then the amount P at the start of a period would be increased by 
an amount 0P due to the effects of inflation during the period. Hence, 
the amount P at the beginning of the period to be equivalent to the 
amount needed at the end of a period was P+9*P or P(l+&). Substituting 
in the inflation terms to the above identity yielded (Cĵ  + 0Cj)*x^ - 
( C j ^ e y X j .
Simplifying this equality yielded
Ci'Xi* (1 + 0) = Cg'Xg"(1+0)
(C3X3) (1+0)
^1^1 = (ÏT0)























Figure 4-4. Projection of Needed Teachers,
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Hence, as long as the stated inflation rate applied equally 
to all sources of prospective revenues and expenses, namely class 
and subject costs, the original identity held. Thus the projection 
of X3 could be determined and is given in Fig. 4-5.
Next the costs for each of the variables (x^,...,x^) was pro­
jected using a constant inflation rate of 4% per year.
Figure 4-6 and Fig. 4-7 give the projected inflationary in­
creases in the class cost and the teacher cost respectively. Figure 
4-8 and Fig. 4-9 give the projected inflationary increases in the sub­
ject cost and the enrollment cost respectively.
Hence, the projections of the expected revenues and the changes 
in the variables x^ (classes), X2 (teachers), x^ (subjects), and x^ 
(enrollment) had been determined. In addition, the cost associated 
with each of the variables , C^, , and had been projected. Thus,
the next step was to check the index model and see if its requirements 
were still satisfied.
Of principal interest, at this point, was to verify that the 
expected revenues were sufficient to finance the projected education 
plan. This was verified as shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Comparison of Expected Revenue and Needed Revenue.
Year Expected Revenue Needed Revenue































































Figure 4-9. Projection of Expected Enrollment Cost.
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The equality of expected revenue and needed revenue was anti­
cipated because the only change to the system was due to inflation and 
enrollment increase. However, the enrollment increase was compensated 
for by increasing the number of classes, teachers and subjects. The 
effects of inflation were compensated for by corresponding increases 
in the total revenue made available.
The ideal situation as described in Case 1 is seldom en­
countered in the typical application. In fact, a large percentage of 
states experience deficiencies in needed revenue. In 1966 twenty 
states suffered a total expenditure gap of over $657 million. (3, 
p. 195) This figure included operating expenditures only and did not 
consider capital construction costs.*
III. Case 2
Case 2 considered a "state of nature" where there was a finan­
cial deficit. In other words, the projected needed revenue exceeded 
the expected revenue. One way that this could have occurred was for 
the teachers to demand salary increases which exceeded the increases 
given to compensate for an inflationary economy.
Another possibility for the higher rate of increase could have 
been the desire to increase the overall oualitv of tlie teachers. In
*This is, in part, the basis for the arguments in favor of ex- 
])andcd use of federal funds for support of public education. The 20 
states needing equalization aid had only 28.5 per cent of the national 
average daily attendance in 1966. Thus the poor states are the less 
populated states (3, p. 196).
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Case 2 an annual increase of 2% per year over the entire planning 
horizon of the five years was considered. This was in addition to 
fixed inflation rate 4% per year.
Case 2 did not assume that a compensating increase was made 
in the expected revenue; thus C^ was expected to be greater than the 
expected revenue. Hence, in Case 2, C^ became again the projected 
needed revenue required to finance the proposed educational plan.
Figure 4-10 summarizes the data for the new teacher's pay 
schedule and compares it with the old salary schedule. This shows 
the additional increase over the originally projected teacher cost.
The expected revenue was then compared to the needed revenue 
in Fig. 4-11. The expected financial deficit was evident. Obviously, 
there were two pure alternatives available to accommodate the differ­
ence between the expected and needed funds. Either revise the educa­
tional plan in a manner tliat will increase the revenues or decrease 
the expenditures. One could also face a combination of the two extreme 
conditions.
When they were examined in detail, the data indicated that one 
way to decrease expenditures was to decrease classes which might be 
followed by a decrease in the subject expenditure because of the identi­
ty C^x^ - C_x_. Several possibilities existed. One could have de­
creased >̂, thereby increasing the class size and decreasing the class 
load for the teacher (x /x^). This would have required a decrease in 
either the subject cost (C_) or the number of subjects (x ). Another 
possibility night have been to decrease the class cost (C;) and the 



































Figure 4-11. Comparison Between Expected and Needed Revenues.
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identity could have been used to develop a number of different alter­
natives .
For Case 2 two different alternatives were tested. One of 
the alternatives tested was decreasing the number of classes (x^) and 
making the necessary revisions in the number of subjects (xj), while 
all the values remained fixed. Figure 4-12 shows the variation in 
the total needed expenditure as the number of classes was decreased 
for the fifth year. This, of course, tended to increase the class size. 
Decreasing the number of subjects, of course, decreases the curriculum 
breadth. It was noted, however, that the class size increased from 
20.11 enrollments per class to 21.12 as the needed expenditures de­
creased from $861,363.00 to $850,973.00 which was within range of the 
expected revenue of $849,133.60. The number of subjects (xj) decreased 
from 67.5 subjects to a little less than 50 subjects. The ratio of 
classes to teachers (X2/X2) decreased from 5.25 classes per teacher to 
a little less than 4 classes per teacher. Thus this alternative de­
creased the needed expenditures to the level of the expected revenues, 
while teacher salaries were raised by decreasing the number of classes 
from 315 classes to a little less than 230 classes and decreasing the 
number of subjects from 67.5 subjects to a little less than 50 subjects.
The next alternative that was tested using the model was that 
of decreasing the number of classes and decreasing the subject cost. 
Again the fifth year data were used from the index check as C2 was in­
creased (See Appendix D). Figure 4-13 shows the variation in the 
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Figure 4-13. Variations in Needed Revenues As the Subject Expenditure Varied.
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classes also varied; however, the number of subjects remained fixed 
at 67.50. Again the needed expenditure decreases to within the 
range of the expected revenue as the number of classes decreased from 
315 classes to a little less than 230 classes. This resulted in a 
decrease in the subject expenditure from $1,616.20 to a little less 
than $1,200.00. The class size and classes per teacher were the same 
as those found in the first alternative tested. Thus, the needed re­
venue was decreased to the range of the expected revenue by decreasing 
the number of classes. Instead of decreasing the number of subjects 
the expenditures per subject was decreased. This would probably mean 
less equipment and class room aids for the teacher.
The above examples were for the purpose of demonstrating the 
flexibility of the planning index model. Its use in planning activi­
ties were then investigated.
First, with a knowledge of the C^'s, a secondary school can 
quantitatively appraise its present program and determine the prior­
ities that it has directly or indirectly assigned to the variable x^, 
Xg, Xg, or x^. Thomas (46), as well as others, has demonstrated that 
the manner in which money has been allocated has been more important 
than the level of expenditures. This model then yields the information 
to aid in determining the manner in which resources could be allocated 
by the administrator.
Burkhead stated that.
Given the strong tradition in most school sys­
tems of central authority for budget preparation, 
an authority typically lodged in the hands of the 
superintendent and his budget officers, it would 
appear that any major budgetary innovation must
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serve the superintendent's needs if it is to be 
viable. (6, p. 98)
Once the C^'s were determined, information concerning the re­
quirements to realize future goals or expected change could be gener­
ated. Such items as the amount of revenue needed, the number of 
classes, and so on, could be readily obtained.
In addition to quantifying the present program and furnishing 
the necessary information to implement future plans the model would 
provide the methodology to test various programs that would strengthen 
the present program.
One possibility to improve the conditions of 
teaching in low-income schools would be greatly 
reducing class size . . . and pay teachers a bonus 
of $1,000 - $2,000 annually for their willingness 
to accept assignments in difficult schools.
(6, p. 93)
Because teacher cost along with enrollment and class costs 
could be determined by the model, sufficient information would be 
available to determine the feasibility of such change and the model 
would indicate alternatives that might be implemented so that certain 
educational targets could be realized.
Finally, the model could provide the state education departments 
with additional information to aid them in resource allocation decisions. 
The traditional educational financial standard has been the measure of 
expenditure per pupil or average daily attendance. This measure, in 
reality, only indicates the level of economic support and not the 
manner in which it is used in the system. Greater amounts of detail 
information could be generated using the model developed in this paper. 
Not only would total expenditures be indicated by but they would be
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distributed in the manner indicated by the individual values of the 
Ci's.
Unfortunately the above mentioned allocation information is 
often not utilized in the most effective manner even when it is avail­
able. For example, program budgeting has tended to turn budget-making 
into a routine computational exercise that supports prior determina­
tion of programs. In other cases performance budgets are used to help 
"sell" a program in particular circumstances, and this is not unimpor­
tant. However, attractive brochures might be more effective in these 
cases. In most cases program and performance structures have been 
ignored by legislatures, as is the case with the United States Congress. 
(6, p.96-97)
In most cases, especially when the decision maker is not familiar 
with or does not possess detail knowledge about certain programs, there 
is a strong tendency to select a convenient criterion, such as a single 
number, upon which to base their decisions.* There would probably be a 
strong tendency on the part of unitiated managers to misuse the value 
of the objective function f(x) for the model developed in this paper.
The planning index model is of interest to the educational manager 
for several reasons. It provides the with a landmark to identify where 
his system is, has been, or is going with regards to the system's re­
sources. The model also provides the manager with individual indicators 
of the manner in which the resources are distributed. However, doubling
*A very common example of this type of phenomenon can be found in 
most institutions of higher education. Grade point averages are 
normally used, not only to rank students scholastically, but also are 
used to judge the total person. This is especially true when other de­
tails concerning the individual are not available.
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the value of f(x) would not necessarily indicate that the system's 
"goodness" has doubled. Increasing the value of f(x) would indicate 
that the manner in which resources were allocated had improved. But, 
intra-school comparisons, based solely on values of their f(x)'s, might 
be misleading. The reason for this is that the optimality of the pro­
blem was accepted earlier because of the individuality of the school 
and its unique environment, which included the nonquantitative variables 
as well as the quantified variables. In other words, the model is 
dealing with a particular school, a particular policy maker, and the 
forces acting on both.
The C^'s, however, might well lend themselves for comparison 
on a limited basis, as was discussed earlier in the chapter, where they 
were indicators of the manner in which the resources are distributed.
The actual values of the individual C^'s may not be as significant as 
the comparisons of the values between the C^'s for the school or per­
haps intra-school comparisons.*
There are many examples similar to the above example that could 
be examined. The ones that were discussed were chosen to demonstrate 
a comprehensive and yet transparent system that would be symbolic of 
the models flexibility. This next section will discuss an indispensable 
part of any application endeavor. The following deals with data types
*It is interesting to compare the values that were obtained for 
the Cp's in Appendix B that were subjectively made after consulting 
the sources in Appendix A and the values of the Cp's obtained from the 
model which are in Appendix D. Appendix B's values were made completely 
independently of any knowledge of the values found in Appendix D, and 
yet there is a surprising similarity between them.
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and sources needed in an actual application of the model.
IV. Data Collection and Sources 
In every organization there are people who are responsible for, 
and have at their fingertips, a great deal of present operations data 
as well as historical data. Quite often, the information is available 
and potentially very useful. However, decision makers usually ignore 
these sources because the data are difficult to "dig out" and even if 
it were readily available, most managerial personnel are not in a po­
sition to analyze the data properly. (35, p. 190)
In order to locate appropriate starting data for a school 
study, the first step might be to visit the state department of educa­
tion. The reason for this is that every school district must submit a 
standard budget in order to receive financial support and these budgets 
are kept on file for a number of years. In addition each school must 
submit an application for accreditation which contains the full 
schedule of classes, details on the teaching staff, particulars on the 
supporting personnel, and enrollments in each class. Hence, this is a 
very good starting place to get an overview for any school. Not only 
is all the information in one report but it is also tallied so that it 
is fast to retrieve.
The budget, in turn, is usually not adequate for a reliable 
data source, other than some gross estimate for the following reasons. 
First most school districts do not budget by schools. If they do con­
struct budgets for the individual schools, they are consolidated into 
one report for the school district and then sent to the state department 
of education. Secondly, the information contained in the budget may or
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may not represent actual expenditures. Individual entries are merely 
guideposts and do not indicate the expenditures from the various ac­
counts. Finally, the budgets submitted to the state department of 
education are projected expenditure needs for the forthcoming year and 
hence are subject to modification and revision.
As a second step, it is important to plan the data gathering 
carefully so that efforts are not expended on data that is of little 
value while other items of prime importance are neglected. It is 
typically necessary to limit the scope of the data gathering process 
because of economic tradeoffs. The amount of resources one is willing 
to expend on an item of information must be weighed against the economic 
benefits to be realized from such an effort.
The next step is to organize a conference of "in-house" special­
ists for the school, such as operations and maintenance personnel, 
teaching staff representatives, perhaps a school board member, and in­
dividuals of the administration. It might be advisable to include re­
presentatives of the student body.* The number of participants should 
be kept small, somewhere between five to ten people, for this minimizes 
the problem of managing such a conference and of analyzing the data.
The high cost of utilizing the time of such specialists represents 
another practical reason for keeping the group small (student time 
exempted). It would be advisable to communicate to each of the parti­
cipants before the conference so that each can prepare for the conference
* It has been all too common a practice to completely disregard 
any consideration of including secondary student comments and ideas. 
In a typically list of priorities, students have been traditionally 
placed close to the bottom.
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by doing some homework. This is where careful planning can be utilized 
by letting each individual know what is expected from him. After a 
well planned conference, the "state of nature" for the particular 
school should be predictable or at least limited to just a few of all 
the possible states which could occur during the period of time under 
preview.
At this point, one should be ready to test the mathematical 
model to establish its applicability and its underlying assumptions.
If positive results are indicated, one can proceed with the full 
planning study for the system.
Finally, the results are communicated and explained sufficiently 
so that the users of the information will feel comfortable applying the 
results and yet understand the model's limitations.
It is clear that this type of planning study can be very costly. 
However, if the expenditures are high, the resulting program that will 
be the result of a good model application will more than compensate the 
expenses incurred.*
*The above discussion was adapted to educational systems section 
concerning information gathering and organization for rational decision­
making industry of Reisman's Book (36, section 8.2-1). Correa (13, 
Chapter 4) presents a detailed description of the main elements in the 
analysis of an educational system. Although Correa is discussing micro 




This research dealt with the allocation of scarce economic re­
sources in a secondary educational system. It also was concerned with 
a methodology for the analysis of the effects that resource allocation 
had on the variables used to measure the operation of a secondary 
school.
The first portion of the research dealt with the similarities 
and differences of resource allocation in the educational environment 
and the traditional mercantile environment. This portion of the in­
vestigation identified three basic improvements needed by educational 
resource management. They were, 1) a quantitative process formula re­
lating inputs to outputs, 2) better organization and analysis of existing 
data, and 3) a resource planning model for the local school.
The review of past research in the area of educational resources 
indicated that a planning model with these improvements was needed and 
that the development of such a model would be feasible. While it seemed 
feasible to develop an overall model for resource allocation, it became 
evident that a critical factor in the model development would be the 
formulation of the weighting coefficients used in analyzing individual 
factors measuring educational operations. The formulation of the
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weighting coefficients in previous research did not appear to be 
satisfactory because the techniques involved making subjective judgments 
by the principal.
A model was then developed that eliminated the arbitrary deter­
mination of the weighting coefficients. This was done by assuming that 
the present operating policy was optimal. In addition, the weighting 
coefficients were assumed to be given by ratios of the various costs as­
sociated with the problem's variables. This allowed the application of 
certain mathematical techniques to the problem, such that, the weighting 
coefficients were found analytically without involving any subjective 
judgment. Essentially, this procedure could be thought of as a "re­
verse optimization."
Most often, profit [or cost] improvements stem 
from executives possessing a deeper understanding of 
the problem area, and hence developing a keener 
sense for taking correct actions and maintaining 
control in an uncertain and competitive environment.
. . . In a p epondercnce of successful applications, 
the applications, the beneficial effects are truly 
manifest in the altered decision behavior of execu­
tives and managers . . .
Second, although an operations research model 
often uses the mathematics of optimization, the 
resultant solution should not be viewed a neces­
sarily yielding an optimal answer to the real pro­
blem. After all, as the text has stressed through­
out, a model is inherently an approximation to 
reality, and therefore an optimal solution to this 
approximation need not be the "final" answer to 
the actual decision problem. The important issue, 
however, is not whether a proposed solution is 
optimal^ but whether tlie solution yields a signi­
ficant enough improvement over the alternatives to 
make it worthy of acceptance. (49, p. 928)
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The model development in this research would provide the 
following results when applied to a secondary school.
1. It would enable the secondary school to quantitatively 
identify program costs for its present resource allocation.
2. It would furnish the administrator with important informa­
tion concerning the economic requirements for implementation of future 
change or to realize future goals.
3. It would indicate what areas might be strengthened in the 
present system by identifying the manner in which present resources 
were allocated.
4. It would provide the state educational department with 
additional information to aid them in their allocative decisions.
The feasibility of the model was demonstrated by applying it 
to hypothetical data for a typical secondary school in a typical urban 
area. The methods to plan quantitatively for future targets and/or 
changes were also described for a planning horizon of five years.
Finally the thesis discussed procedures for data gathering 
and the various types of sources that could be utilized to obtain these 
data. This data collection phase would be critical for the actual ap­
plication of the planning model.
II. Recommended Future Research
Continued efforts must be made in program budgeting in educa­
tion. This model should be helpful in estimating the various costs, 
especially if the variables were broken up into the general areas of 
the curriculum, such as, language arts, science, and so on. This would 
decrease the amount of gross averaging of the costs of teaching in
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radically different deciplines. Program budgeting, however, would 
require that the building cost and space consideration by incorporated 
into the model. This would involve adding a minimum of one variable, 
perhaps area per pupil. Adding this variable and its associated cost 
would require another balancing ratio in order to establish an equi­
librium as was shown for the present model in Fig. 2-2.
Another area of potential research that is related to the above 
mentioned area would be the testing of the validity of the values for 
the costs found by the reverse optimization (RO) model. The values 
found for the C^'s should reflect tangible expenditures that could be 
categorized into a system similar to the proposed organization of the 
budget given in Appendix B . If the C^'s could be determined by another 
method, then they could be used in the RO model, where the RO model 
would become a regular nonlinear programming problem (NLP) and could 
be solved by applying one of the standard NLP algorithms.
The investigation of the costs might also verify whether or not 
the costs (C^'s) are linear. The costs were assumed linear in this 
study for all ranges of Xj for simplicity. However, studies concerning 
the economies of scale indicate that the costs might be nonlinear and 
that there exists an optimal size that would be the most efficient 
operating level.*
*See Nels W. Hanson "Economy of Scale as a Cost Factor in Financing 
Public Schools," National Tax Journal, Vol. 17, No. 1 (March 1964), 
p. 92-95, for an interesting study of economies of scale at the district 
level. For an exploratory study at the high school level see Gerald T. 
Kowitz and William C. Sayres, Size, Cost and Educational Opportunity in 
Secondary Schools (Albany: New York State Education Department, 1959).
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Finally continued research is needed to relate economic inputs 
to quantifiable educational outputs. This will first require develop­
ment activities such as:
1. A clear and precise statement of educational objectives,
2. Techniques for recognizing and measuring the degree of 
attainment of the objectives, and
3. Techniques to perform discriminative analysis to see what
efforts are good and effective, and what are bad and inefficient.
III. Conclusions
Countless small communities across the U.S. are experiencing 
wanted tax increases while school administrators are considering dropping 
courses and putting the schools on double sessions to economize and to 
cope with defeated bonds or tax increases. It is important then, that 
the money spent for education be spent wisely.
Resource allocation studies in education are presently needed 
and that need will grow as inflation raises the cost of education each 
year. The RO model developed in this study offers not only the method­
ology for determining the level of program expenditures that can be ex­
pected for a given level of operations, but also indicates the manner 
in which the money will be spent. With additional development, the 
model could be used to report the effects of different combinations of 
goods and services upon the school system.
One of the largest obstacles that schools must overcome is 
their past and present operational mode. Educators must contend for a 
place in the hierachies of American power and influence. They have 
become so embeded in an economic and political second-class citizenship
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that most educators can, at best, exercise indirect influence in educa­
tional policy-making. Garvue termed this the "Greyhound bus theory." 
"You educators do the teaching and leave the decisions to us." "Us" 
being the rest of society. Only if they can emerge as a powerful pro­
fession will educators be able to make their political and economic in­
terest understood. This emergence would certainly sharpen up political 
debate, and would heat up the processes of allocating resources in 
educational budget-making sessions. However, if educational needs con­
tinue to go unmet, the world's greatest social innovation may be 
destroyed bit by bit. (20, p. 321)
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APPENDIX A
DATA FOR PLANSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
Appendix A
The following constructed data was obtained by scaling the
basic data for an average daily attendance of 800. The basic data
was obtained from the following sources:
"Accreditation Report of Clinton High School, 1971-72," 
Instruction Division, Oklahoma State Department of 
Education, State Capitol, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Mr. Bumgarner, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, 
private interview held at the offices of the Norman 
School District, Norman, Oklahoma, December 1, 1971.
Mr. Cecil Folks, Assistant Director, private interview 
held at the offices of the Finance Division, Oklahoma 
State Department of Education, State Capitol, Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma, November 30, 1971.
Mr. Bill Harris, Instructional Program Coordinator, 
private interview held at the offices of the Instruc­
tional Division, Oklahoma State Department of Educa­
tion, State Capitol, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
November 30, 1971.
Orlando F. F u m o  and Paul K. Cureo, "Cost of Educa­
tion Index, 1970-71," School Management, Vol. 15,
No. 1, January 1971, pp. 10-63.
Orlando F. Furno and James E. Doherty, "Eleventh An­
nual Cost of Education Index, 1969-70," School Mana­
gement, Vol. 14, No. 1, January 1970, pp. 35-43.
"Master Schedule of Norman High School, 1971-72,"
Norman High School, Norman, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma State Department of Education Annual Report, 
1969-70, Oklahoma State Department of Education,
State Capitol, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Dr. Wallace R. Smith, Superintendent of Buildings 
and Grounds, private interview held at the offices 
of the Oklahoma City School District, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, November 30, 1971.
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"Summary Report of Subjects Offered in Oklahoma Junior 
and Senior High Schools, 1970-71," Instructional 
Division, Oklahoma State Department of Education,
State Capitol, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
"Tenth Annual Cost of Building Index," School Manage­
ment^ Vol. IS, No. 6, June, 1971, pp. 12-16.
Mr. Young, Assistant Principal, private interview held 
at the offices of the Norman High School, Norman, 
Oklahoma, December 1, 1971.
Plansville Senior High School 
Plansville is an imaginary mid-western town with a population 
of 16,000. Most of the population is employed at a nearby metro­
politan area. Plansville Senior High School is the only high school 
in the school district and has had a good relationship with the com­
munity; however, its achievements in sports has been the concern of 
some of the community's fathers. Next year has been promised to be 
better, especially for the girls' basketball team.
During an interview with Mr. Hope, principal of Plansville 
Senior High School, the following information was obtained:*
Average daily attendance - 800
Number of equivalent full time teachers = 40
Number of different subjects = 45
Total number of classes = 210
Total number of courses = 80
Average number of classes per pupil = 5.28
Average number of sections per course = 2.625
Average teacher salary = $7,284.00.






X3 = 45 
x^ = 4224
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Plansville school district had budgets for each individual
school. The following is the budget for Plansville Senior High School:*
Administration  $ 18,088,00
Professional Salaries $8,320
Clerks and Secretaries 5,232
Other Expenditures 4,536
Instruction  $ 359,384.00
Classroom Teachers $291,360
Other Professionals 36,832
Clerks and Secretaries 9,480
Textbooks 4,600
Other Teaching Material 12,528
Other Expenditures 4,584
Health-----------------------------------------------------  $ 2,928.00
Professional Salaries $2,568
Other Expenditures 360
Operation  $ 40,728.00
Custodial Salaries $22,856
Heat 5,744
Utilities Other Than Heat 8,400 
Other Expenditures 3,728
Maintenance-----------------------------------------------  $ 13,752.00
Maintenance Salaries $5,160
Other Expenditures 8,592
Fixed Charges  $ 29,133.00
Retirement Fund $20,245
Other Expenditures 8,888
Other Services  $ 1,272.00
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES $ 465,285.00
Current Expenditures-------------------------------------- $ 465,285.00
Capital Outlay--------------------------------------------  $ 10,360.00
Debt Service  $ 43,336.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURE** $ 518,981.00
*The budget is based on a total expenditure of $648.73 per average 
daily attendant (excluding transportation cost) .
**Excludes transportation.
APPENDIX B
REORGANIZED BUDGET OF PLANSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
Appendix B
This is to demonstrate how the budget given in Appendix A 
might be organized into different categories. The various divisions 
of expenditures were subjectively made after consulting the sources 
in Appendix A.*












Total Building Cost----------------------------------- $ 58,916.00
Debt Service $ 43,336.00
30% Operation 12,742.80
20% Maintenance 2,837.80
Total Curriculum Cost--------------------------------  $ 81,167.80
Other Professionals $ 36,832.00





*These divisions of expenditures are for demonstration purposes
only.
**The fixed charges were distributed by percentages of salaries 




If the above were the actual case, then
= 337,172.3O/X2 = $8,429.31 per teacher 
= 41,738.50/x^ = $9.88 per enrollment 
C^x^ + CgXg = $81,167.80 per school
C* = $58,916.60 (Excluding transportation)
APPENDIX C 
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c es DENOTES CLASS SIZE AND TL DENOTES TEACHER LOAD
C
*••»•«*«»*•••• •**•«•••««•••*•••••«••*»•••**•••«
CS = XA / XI 
TL a XI ✓ X2
The above RESULTS ARE OUTPUTEO USING THE FOLLOWING VARIABLE NAMES 
FUNX 5 THE p l a n n i n g  INDEX FUNCTION 
Cl XI = TCTAL CCST OF CLASSES
C C2X2 = TOTAL COST OF TEACHERS
C C3X3 = t o t a l  CCST OF SUBJECTS
C C4X4 = t o t a l  COST OF THE ENROLLMENT
C XI = NUMBER CF CLASSES
c x2 = number of teachers
X3 = NUMBER CF DIFFERENT SUBJECTS 
X4 = NUMBER CF ENROLLMENTS
CT = total EXPENOITURE LESS BUILDING AND TRANSPORATXCN COSTS 
Cl = COST PER CLASS 
C2 = AVERAGE COSTS PER TEACHER 
C3 = COST PER SUnJECT 
C4 = COST PER ENROLLMENT 
XLl = LAMBDA I 
XL2 = LAMBDA 2 
XL3 = LAMBDA 3 
XL4 = LAMBDA 4 
XL5 = LAMBDA 5 
XLlXI = TOTAL EFFECT CF XI
XL2X2 = t o t a l  EFFECT OF X2
XL3X3 = TOTAL EFFECT OF X3
XL4X4 = TOTAL EFFECT OF X4
THE MATRIX IS THE HESSIAN MATRIX OF SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
AAl = THE FIRST PRINCIPLE DETERMINANT 
AA2 = THE SECOND PRINCIPLE DETERMINANT 
AA3 = THE THIRD PRINCIPLE DETERMINANT 
AA4 r THE FOURTH PRINCIPLE DETERMINANT 
PI = FRACTION CF CT FOR ClXl
P2 = FRACTION OF CT FOR C2X2
P3 = f r a c t i o n  CF CT f o r  C3X3
P4 = FRACTION CF CT FOR C4X4
TP = SUM OF THE FRACTIONS
MRITEI lw«20)FUNX,CIXI • C2X2fC3X3•C4X4•Cl•C2*C3tC4»CT
20 FORMAT!IH .'FUNX =*,F15.7///» ClXl a •.F IQ« 2•5X.•C 2X2 = •#FI0.2t// 
!• C3X3 = * .FfO.a.SX,* C4X4 :* ••F10.2// • Cl = • .F9.2*5X* *C2 ■ • »F9. 
22//' C3 - •.F9.2.5X.*C4 = *.F9.2//* CT * ••FI0.2//)
«RI TE I IW.2I )X1 .X2*X3.X4
21 F O R M A T (IX. XI = '.FI0.2.5X."X2 = *•fI0 *2*5X.•X3 ■ •*FI0.2«SX••X4 
1= • .(10.2//)
MRITE(IW.2S)CS.TL
25 F O R M A T (I X,'CLASS SIZE = '.F10.2.5X."TEACHER LOAD = '.F10.2//1
MR I TFT IV.221XLl.XL2.XL3.XL4.XLS.XLtXI•X L 2X2.XL3X3.XL4X4
22 F O R M A T d  X.'XLl = •.F I 2.7.5X. •XL2 = '.FI2.7//' XL 3 = •.F12-7.5 X .•XL 
14 = ' .FI 2.7 //• XL5 - •.F12.7//* XL I X I = •» F I 2•7.SX««XL2X2 ■ *,F12 
2.7//' XL3X3 » •.F12.7.5X.'XL4X4 = '.FI2.7//1
«iRITE(Itf.23)((H(I.J).J=|,4).|3|,4)
23 F O R M A T d H  .4F15.7)
WRITE(IV.24)AAl.AA2.AA3.AA4.PI.P2.P3.P4.TP
24 FORMAT I I X/' AAl = ' »F I 2 « 7•SX••AA2 * •*FI 2.7,5X,•AA3 * ••FI2.7.SX»
|«AA4 = '.F12.7//' PI = •«F9.S.SX.*P2 ■ ••F9.5.5X««P3 ■ •.F9.5.5X** 
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•tXTENDED PRECISION 
♦ONE WORD INTEGERS 
•l i s t  SOURCE PRCGRAF
D t P E N S I O N  P A 0 A C 6 )  .XXI (6 ) . X X 2 (6 ) •X X 3 ( 6 ) « X X A < 6 ) « Y E P P < 6 ) » X T C E (6)
OlMtNSIûN YTCc(6) .YCl (6 ) •YC2(6)•Y C 3<6)»YCA(6)
DIMENSION NA(60)
COPPCN CT .Cl XI ,C2X2.C3X3,CAX4.XUX2.X3*XA. IW.PC2X2 ,
COMMON Ct.C2.CJ.C4 
IR = 2
:w = s ••••••••••••$••»•• •*••••••••••••••*••••••##$•••$••••#»♦••••#
c
C Tm E n a m e  o f  Th e  s c h o o l  i s r e a d  in a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  d a t a  f o r  t m e
C PARTICULAR SCh CCL . WHERE Tm E VARIABLES NAMES ARE OENÛTEO
C BY TME FCLLCWING
C ADA s AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
C X2 - NUMUER CF fOUlVAUENT FULL TIME TEACHERS
C X3 = NUMOER OF DIFFERENT SUBJECTS
C XI a t o t a l  NUMBER OF CLASSES
C X5 s TOTAL NUMEtW CF COURSES
C XI ADA = a v e r a g e  NUMDc R OF ENROLLMENTS PER PUPIL
C sec = AVERAGE NUMBER CF SECTION PER COURSE
C AC2 = AVERAGE TEACHER’S SALARY
C FC2 = ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURE PER TEACHER EXPRESSED
C AS A PERCENTAGE OF SALARY FOR OVERHEAD COSTS
C TCe - TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURE
C E»P = EXPENDITURF PER PUPIL
C AEPC= a v e r a g e  ENROLLMENT PER CLASS * X4/XI
C ACPT = AVERAGE NUMBER OF CLASSES PER TEACHER
C
REAC( IR. 100 )(NA(| )•1=I.60) 
too FORMATIGOAl>
R E AD!IR.101)A0A.X2.X3.Xl.XS.XlA0A.SEC«ACr C2.TCE 
101 FORMAT!7FI0.4/2FI0.4.FIS.2 )
C
C t h e  i n i t i a l  DATA AND INFORMATION IS OUTPUTTED TO VARIFY THE INITIAL
C IHFCRMATION a n d  STARTING POINT FOR THE PLANNING HORIZON
Cc#**••#••$•••»$••••••••••••#••*•##••••»•••••#•••••••#•»•• ••»$••# •••••
WRITfc( I W . 1 0 4  )
104 FORMAT!IHl.’THIS IS THE INITIAL INFORMATION GBTAlNED FOR*//) 
WR|TL(I«.10S)(NA(n,|=;|.60)
105 FORMAT! 1X .60 A1)
VRIIt 11M.106 >ACA,X2.X3.XI .XS.XIADA,SEC.AC2.FC2.TCE
106 FORMAT ! I X//* AvewA.'.L CAIl Y ATTENDANCE =*.FI0.2//* NUMBER OF EOUlVA 
ILENT FULL TI ME T'ACh ERS - ••FI0.2//' NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SUOJECTS
2% ' ,FI 0,2//’ TCTAL n u m b e r  CF CLASSES = '.Fl0.2//* TOTAL NUMBER OF 
ÎCOURSt S a •.FIO.2//* AVER AGE NUMBER OF ENROLLMENTS PER PUPIL « ••
4FI0.?//* AVERAGE NUMBER UF SECTIONS PER COURSE = ’.FI0.2//* AVERAG 
SE TIACHFRS SALARY a • .F I 0.2/ )
»« I Tt ( I » .1 07 1FC2.TCE 
I 07 fURMAT!I X//« PERCENT ADDED TO TEACHERS SALARIES FOR OVERHEAD # *.p 
1)0.2//* TOTAL CURRENT Ç | t u HE - ' .FI0.2//)
EPP - TCE / ADA 
K4 - XI ADA • AC A 
ACPT 3 XI / X2 
AEPC = X4 / XI 
■ R| Tt < I w .1 I I ) AEPC,ACPT 
111 f o r m a T(I X»«CLASS SIZE « *.F|0.2//* TEACHER LOAD ■ *.F10.2//)CT 3 TCE
PC2X2 = 1X2 #1 AC2 * AC2 • (FC2 / inn. II) / TCE
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c
c THE PLANNING XNCEX MOCEL IS APPLIED ASSUMING THE FOLLOWING
TMc PRESENT CPEflATlON IS OPTIMAL 
ClXl = C3X3
AND THE BUDGET CONSTRAINT IS ACTIVE 
WHITLCIW»13ÏPC2X2
13 FGR^'AK 1 Ml •••••••••••♦•/• THIS IS THE INITIAL BASE
ILINE DATA*/* PC2X2 = *»FIO«A//* $»$##$#$$$*/* #$$$$$$$$#*///)
C2 XZ = PC2 X2 # c r
ClXl = (-PC2X2 ♦ SORT (PC 2X2))• CT 
C3X3 = ClKl
C4XA = CT • (I.0 ♦ PC2X2 -2. $ SORT(PC2X2)I 
Cl * ClXl / XI 
C2 = C2X2/X2 
C3 = C3X3 /X3 




80 FORMAT!Ihl .• ♦♦••*•//• THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBES THE TERMS USED IN 
ITMIS PROGRAM*//* •*•*•»//* FUNX = THE PLANNING INDEX FUNCTION*/
2 • ClXl = TOTAL COST OF CLASSES*/* C2X2 a TOTAL COST O
3F TEACHERS*/* C3X3 = TOTAL COST OF SUBJECTS*/* CAX4 = TOTAL COST 0 
AF Th e  ENROLLMENT'/' XI = NUMBER OF CLASSES'/' X2 = NUMBER CF TEACH 
SERS'/' X3 = NUMBER OF SUBJECTS'/' X4 = NUMBER OF ENROLLMENTS* I
wRiIF tiw.ai)
81 FORM AT(1X.*CT = TOTAL EXPENDITURE LESS BUILDING AND TRANSPQRATICN 
ICOSTS'/' Cl = CCST PER CLASS'/' C2 = COST PfcR TEACHER'/* C3 = COST 
2 PER SUBJECT*/* C4 = COST PER ENROLLMENT'/' XLl = LAMBDA !•/• XL2 
3= LAM8UA 2'/' XL3 = LAMBDA 3'/' XL4 = LAMBDA 4 •/• XLS = LAMBDA S*
4/* PC2X2 = FRACTION OF CT USED FOR C2X2'/' XLlX: %TOTAL EFFECT FRO 
SM X I •)
WR I I E (IW.82)
62 FORMAT! I X,'XL2X2 = TOTAL EFFECT FROM X2'/' XL3X3 = TOTAL EFFECT FR 
lOM X3'/' XL4X4 = TOTAL EFFECT FROM X4'/' THE MATRIX IS THE HESSIAN
2 MATRIX'/' AAl = Th e f i r s t  PRINCIPLE DETERMiNANT'/' AA2 = THE SECO
3N0 PRINCIPLE DETERMINANT'/* AA3 = THE Tm IRO PRINCIPLE DETERMINANT*
4/* AA4 = THE FOURTH PRINCIPLE OETERMINANT'/* Pi » FRICTION OF CT F 
SOR ClXl'/* P2 = FRACTION OF CT FOR C2X2*)
WRITE(IW.831
83 FORMAT!IX,* P3 = FRACTION OF CT FOR C3X]*/* P4 * FRACTION OF CT FO
IR CAX4*/* TP = SUM OF THE FRACTIONS*!
Th e  EXPECTED c h a n g e s  IN THE ENROLLMENT IS NOW READ IN USING PAOA AS 
THE VARIABLE NAME
WR I T F !Iw.108I
I 08 FORMATIlHl ,'THE FOLLOWING PLANNING MODEL IS BASED ON IMPUTED CHANG 





C THE e x p e c t e d  RATE OF INFLATION IS READ IN USING THE VARIABLE NAME INFLA
C
c»*  # # # * * *  » # # # # * # # » * * # » # $ # » # # » # # # # * » # * $ # * $ # # » # « » * * # # » » # » # # » $ » » * # # # # $ * * $ # # «
READ! IR. I 10 I IKFLA
110 FORMAT!IS!
c
C THE EXPECTED VALUES OF THE REST OF THE VARIABLE IS THEN COMPUTED AND
C THE RESULTS ARE THEN PRINTED OUT
C
c«*
YTCE 11) a TCE 
XXI (1 ) = XI 
X X 2 ( I ) = X2 
X X 3 (I ) = X3 
X X 4 ( I ) = X4
VCI (1 ) = Cl 
Y C 2 (1 ) = C2 
YC3!1> * C3 
YC4(I) • C4
98
XTCF(l) = TCE 
VtprcI> = EPP 
XIN = INFLA 
XINF = XIN / 100.
DO 200 NN= J.5 
N = NN ♦ I
XX4(N) = PAÜA(K) • XI ADA 
XXI IN) = XK4(N) / AEPC 
XX21N) - XXI(N) / ACPT
YEPP(N) =. VEPPINN) ♦ yEPP(NH) • XINF 
XTCE(N) = EPP 4 PAOA(N)
VTCEIN) = VEPPtN) • PADA(N)
YClIN) = YCI(NK) + YCI(NN) # XINF
YC2tN) =: YC2(NF) + YC2<NN) • XINF
YC3IN) = YCJ(NN) * VC3(NN> ♦ X INF
YC4IN) = YC4(NK) ♦ YC4(NN) * XINF










WRITE n w * l  15)
115 FORMAT(IM .'ThE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE PROJECTED ENROLLMENT 
!■//• AND THE NEEDED REVENUE IF CT/AOA WOULD REMAIN THE SAME'//' YE 
2AR'.5X.'AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE'.SX."NEEDED REVENUE*/)
00 140 N * 1 .6 
NN = N - I 
1 AO WRITE (SW .116>NN.PA0A(N) .XTCE(N)
116 f o r m a t (IHO,I 3. l3K,Ffl.2,I3X.F10.2) #$»»$#*$$***#####$#
c
C Th e  f o l l o w i n g  is u s e d  t o  o b t a i n  a n d  o u t p u t  A LISTING OF THE
C PROJECTED ENROLLMENT AND NEEDED REVENUE IF CT/AOA REMAINS THE SAME
C AND AN INFLATION RATE IS INCLUDED IN THE PROJECTION
C
##$**»$$**#» A *$# A»*#»# #*»$»#»
WRI IF(IW.120) INFLA 
120 FORMATdH O . ' T H E  FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE PROJECTED ENROLLMENT 
1'//* AND NEEDED REVENUE IF CT/ACA WOULD REMAIN THE SAME'//' WITH A 
2N ANNUAL INFLATION RATE OF < , IS.' PERCENT'//' YEAR'.5K.'AVERAGE D 
3AILY a t t e n d a n c e •.SX.•n e e d e d  REVENUE'/)
DO 14 1 N = % .6 
NN = N - I 
141 WRllEdW.I 1&)NN,PA0A(N).YTCE(N)
THE FCLLCWING PLANNING MODEL IS BASED ON IMPUTED c h a n g e s IN THE AVERAGE
DAILY AT TENDANCE
THE FCLLCWING IS USED TO o b t a i n  AND OUTPUT A LISTING OF THE PROJECTED
ENROLLMENT AND Tm E NEEDED REVENUE IF CT/AOA WOULD REMAIN THE SAKE
t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s USED TO OBTAIN AND OUTPUT THE PROJECTED VALUES OF 
XI. X2« X3» AND X4
kRITF(1W.12S)
125 F O R M A T d H l  ,'THE FCLLO w In C IS A LISTING OF THE PROJECTED VALUES OF
I XI X? X3 AND X4 ' //* YEAR#.lOX.'Xl'.1 OX.'X2',
2tOX.'X3'.lOX,'XA'/>
DO 142 N<|.6 
N N =  N -  1
142 wR1TE(IW.I26)NN.XX1(N).XX2(N).XX3(N).XX4(N)
126 F0RFAT(lH0.I3.8X.F5.1.6X.F7.|.5X.F7.I,6X.F7.|)
THE FOLLOWING IS USED TO OBTAIN An D WRITE OUT THE PROJECTED COSTS 
Cl. C2. C3. AND C4 WITH AN ANNUAL INFLATION RATE OF INFLA
YMI n  d  W • 127 ) INFLA 
127 F C R V A T I I M I T H E  FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE PROJECTED COST VALUE 
IS'//' BASED CN AS a n n u a l  i n f l a t i o n  RATE OF ',IS.' PERCENT'//' YEA 
2R'.IOX.'Cl'.dX.'C2*.IOX.'C3' .12X.'C4'/)
DO 143 N=I .6 
NN r N - I
143 WRnedw,l26)N N . Y C t ( N ) . Y C 2 ( N  ) ♦ YC3< N I . YC4 ( N )
99
c
c THC VArlIcuS t'FTFCTS OF THE EXPECTED CHANGES ARE CHECKED BY CALLING FICUR
C ANO CHECKING THL VARIOUS INDICATORS
C
WRI TI f IW.131 )
131 FCRFAI(1Hl • • THE rCLLOKiNG IS A CHECK ON THE PLANNING INDEX*//» AND 
l THL PROJECTED INCOMES AND EXPENDITURES*/)
JJ= 1
C # # $ » » $ » $ $ # # # $ $ $ # $ # #  #$$$#$»$#»*$$$###$$*#$$$$###$*####$$$$#$#$$#$#$$$$##$$#$
THE FIRST t i n e  THROUGH THIS SERIES ThE PROGRAM IS USING ONLY THE INITIAL
PROJCCTKD VALUES CF THE VARIADl ES FOUND IN THE ABOVE.
THE SECOND TIME Th E PROGRAM GOES THROUGH THIS SERIES IT IS INCREASING 
THE TL ACKER SALARIES AT A RATE CF TWO PERCENT PER YEAR *.N TERMS 
OF fASe YEAH CELLARS SO THAT AT THE END OF THE PLANNING PERIOD THE TEACHER 
SALARY w i l l  HAVE INCREASED TEN PERCENT IN TERMS OF BASE YEAR DOLLARS
132 CONTINUE
00 ISO 1=1.6 
11 = 1-1
GO T 0 ( 1 AA. I AS) •JJ
144 WHIT£t IW . 134 ) I I
134 FORMATtIMl.*THIS IS THE INITIAL INDEX CHECK FOR YEAR *.I3//)
GO TO 146
145 WRITL < IW. 128 } I I
128 f o r m a t (IHl••THIS IS THE INDEX CHECK FOR INCREASE IN C2 •//• FOR YE 
lAR'.13//)
: 46 CUNT I SUE
ISO
XI » XXI (1 )
Cl = Y C M  1 )
ClXl = Cl » XI
X2 = X X 2 (1 )
SC2 = C2
CO TO(l36.135)•JJ
I K  I- I ) 139. 139.136
C2 = YC2<I)
GO TO 1 37
C2 = SC 2 4 SC2 •
GO TO I 37
C2 = YC2(I)
CCKTINUE
C2X2 = C2 • %2
K3 = XX3(l>
C3 = YC3(I)
C3X3 = C3 • X3
X4 = X X 4 (I)
C4 = YC4(I)
C4X4 = C4 • X4
Cl = ClXl 4 C2X2 4
CALL F I OUR
CCNTINUE
GO TC1 (155. 160 >.JJ
( 0.02 f XINF )
C3X3 4 C4X4
155 wRlTt<lw.156)JJ
156 FOR MA T(1 HI .•JJ = *.13//* THE • FOLLOWING IS A PROJECTION AND CHECK O
IN THE PLANNING MODEL WHEN TEACHER SALARIES ARE RAISED •//• TEN PER 
2CENT IN TERMS CF BASE YEAR DOLLARS*//* AT A RATE OF TWO PEMCNET PC 
3R YEAR*//)
JJ * JJ 4 I
GO TO 132 
160 CONTINUE
THIS NEXT SeCTICN WILL TRY TO REDUCE THE NEEDED REVENUE BY INCREASING 
THE CLASS SIZE AND DECREASING THE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS.
C#
WRITI (IW.17C)
170 F O R M A T ! I H I .'THE FOLLOWING IS TO TEST THE EFFECT OF REDUCING •//• T
1Hc fcxPENDiioRt HY In c r e a s i n g  t h e c l a s s  s i z e w h i c h  m u s t  e i t h e r  •//•
? D£C«tA SE THE NUMBER CF SUBJECTS. SUBJECT COST. OR INCREASE CLASS 
JCOST'//' WHICH WOULD NOT REDUCE THE BUDGET BECAUSE ClXl » C3X3*//) 
SX3 - X3 
SC3 =C3
100
D O  l e o  N - t • 1 5
XI = XI - 10.
C3 = SC3
X3 = (Cl * X I ) / C3
CT = Cl • XI ♦ C2 • X2 ♦ C3 ♦ X3 ♦ C4 • X4
wHI IF: ( I W .1 75)
175 FCnKATClHl.* THE FOLLOWING IS AN ATTEMPT TO BALANCE •//• THE 6U0GE 
IT BY INCREASING CLASS SIZE ANO»//' DECREASING NUMBER OF SUBJECTS»/ 
2/)
ClXl = Cl • XI
C2X? = C2 » X2
CJX3 = C3 ♦ XJ




C THIS PORTION CF THE PROGRAM TRIES TO REDUCE THE NEEDED REVENUE BY
C REDUCING t h e  SUBJECT EXPtNOITURE AND INCREASING THE CLASS SIZE
C
C * * # # * # * # # # # # # » # # # » # » * #4##*##»#*####*#**#.*$#*###$$#*#*#*##*##*$$#**
ARITCCIh .176)
176 FCR KA T( : HI .' THE FOLLCWiNG IS AN ATTEMPT TO BALANCE'//' THE BUDGET
1 ÜY REDUCING SUBJECT EXPENDITURE AND*//» INCREASING CLASS SIZE'//)
X3 = 5X3
C3 = ClXl / X3
CT = Cl » XI ♦ C2 • X2 ♦ C3 * XJ 4 C4 * X4
Cl XI = Cl * XI
C2X2 = C2 4 X2
C3X3 = C3 4 XJ







ONE WORD INTEGERS 
EXTENDED PRECISION 
IOCS
CORE REQUIREMENTS FCR 




COMPUTER OUTPUT USED TO CONSTRUCT FIGURES 
IN CHAPTER III AND IV
SECTION 1
CŒPUTER OUTPUT USED TO CONSTRUCT FIGURES 3-1 THROUGH 3-4
THE FOLLO*ISG GENERATED DATA WAS USED FOR THE 
CÜNSTRUCTICS OF FIGURES 3*1 THROUGH 3.4 IN CHAPTER THREE
WHEWE
C & X:/CT * FRACTION cr THE TOTAL BUDGET SPENT FOR CLASSES
C2X2/CT = FRACTION CF THE TOTAL BUDGET SPENT FOR TEACHERS
C3X 3/CT • f r a c t i o n  CF THE TOTAL BUDGET SPENT FOR SUBJECTS
C4X4/CT m Fm ACTICN CF THE BUDGET SPENT FOR THE ENROLLMENT
t o t a l * CIXI/CT ♦ C2X2/CT ♦ C3X3/CT ♦ C4XA/CT
C2X2/CT 0.0000 cix l/CT 0 .0000 C3X3/CT 0.0000 C4X4/CT 1.0000 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.0100 CIX l/CT 0.0900 C3X3/CT 0.0900 C4X4/CT 0.8100 TCTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.0200 CIX l/CT 0.1214 C3X3/CT 0.1214 C4X4/CT 0.7371 TOTAL 0.9999
C2X2/CT 0.0300 cix l/CT 0.1432 C3X3/CT 0.1432 C4X4/CT 0.6635 TCTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.0400 CIX l/CT 0.1600 C3X3/CT 0.1600 C4X4/CT 0.6399 TOTAL 0.9999
C2X2/CT O.OSOO CIX l/CT 0• 1736 C3X3/CT 0.1736 C4X4/CT 0.6027 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.0600 CIX l/CT 0.1849 C3X3/CT 0.1649 C4X4/CT 0.5701 t o t a l 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.0700 CIX l/CT 0.1945 C3X3/CT 0.1945 C4X4/CT 0.5408 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.OdOO CIX l/CT 0.2028 C3K3/CT 0.2028 C4X4/CT 0.5143 t o t a l 0.9999
C2X2/CT 0.0900 CIX l/CT 0.2100 C3X3/CT 0.2100 C4X4/CT 0.4899 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.1000 CIX l/CT 0.2162 C3X3/CT 0.2162 C4X4/CT 0.4675 TOTAL 0.9999
C2X2/CT o.t too CIX l/CT 0.2216 C3X3/CT 0.2216 C4X4/CT 0.4466 t o t a l 1.0000
CZX2/CT 0.1200 CIX l/CT 0 .2264 C3X3/CT 0.2264 C4X4/CT 0.4271 TOTAL 0.9999
C2X2/CT 0.1300 CIX l/CT 0 .2305 C3X3/CT 0.2305 C4X4/CT 0.4088 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.1400 CIX l/CT 0.2341 C3X3/CT 0.2341 C4X4/CT 0.3916 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/LT 0 . ISOO CIX l/CT 0.2372 C3X3/CT 0.2372 C4X4/CT 0.3754 TOTAL 0.9999
C2X2/CT 0.1600 CIX l/CT 0.2400 C3X3/CT 0.2400 C4X4/CT 0.3599 TOTAL 0.9999
C2X2/CT 0.1700 CIX l/CT 0 .2423 C3XJ/CT 0.2423 C4X4/CT 0.3453 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.1800 CIX l/CT 0.2442 C3X3/CT 0.2442 C4X4/CT 0.3314 TOTAL 1.0000
C2X2/CT 0.1900 CIX l/CT 0.2458 C3X3/CT 0.2458 C4X4/CT 0.3182 TOTAL 0.9999
C 2 X 2 / C T  m 0 * 2 0 0 0 C l X l / C T 0 * 2 4 7 2 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 . 2 4 7 2 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 3 0 5 5 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 2 1 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 2 4 8 2 C 3 X 3 / C T  ■ 0 * 2 4 8 2 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 9 3 4 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  m 0 * 2 2 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 9 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 9 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 8 1 9 T O T A L 1 . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  ■ 0 * 2 3 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 9 5 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 9 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 7 0 8 T O T A L 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 0 0 C l X l / C T 0 * 2 4 9 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  m 0 . 2 4 9 8 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 6 0 2 T C T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  # 0 * 2 5 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 2 5 0 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 5 0 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 5 0 0 T C T A L t . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  - 0 * 2 6 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 2 4 9 9 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 9 9 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 4 0 1 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 K 2 / C T  m 0 * 2 7 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 2 4 9 6 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 . 2 4 9 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 3 0 7 t o t a l 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 2 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 9 1 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 9 1 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 2 1 6 T O T A L 1 . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  * 0 * 2 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 8 5 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 8 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 1 2 9 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0* 3 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 7 7 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 7 7 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 2 0 4 5 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 1 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 6 7 C3î{3/CT a 0 * 2 4 6 7 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 9 6 4 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 2 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 5 6 C 3 K 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 5 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0* I 8 8 6 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 3 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 4 4 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 . 2 4 4 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 8 1 0 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 4 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 3 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 3 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 7 3 8 T O T A L 1 . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 5 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 1 6 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 1 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0* 1 6 6 7 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 6 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 4 0 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 4 0 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 5 9 9 T O T A L 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 7 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 3 0 2 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 3 0 2 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 5 3 4 T O T A L 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 6 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 2 3 6 4 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 3 6 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 4 7 1 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 3 9 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 3 4 4 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 3 4 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 4 1 0 t o t a l 1 . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 4 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 3 2 4 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 . 2 3 2 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 3 5 0 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  m 0 * 4 1 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 3 0 3 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 3 0 3 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 2 9 3 t o t a l 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 4 2 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 2 8 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 2 8 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 2 3 6 t o t a l 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 4 3 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 2 5 7 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 . 2 2 5 7 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 . I 1 8 5 t o t a l 1 . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 4 4 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 2 2 3 3 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 2 3 3 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 1 3 3 t o t a l I * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 4 5 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 2 0 8 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 2 0 8 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 0 8 3 t o t a l 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T  a 0 * 4 6 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 . 2 1 8 2 C 3 X 3 / C T  a 0 * 2 1 8 2 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 1 0 3 5 t o t a l 0 * 9 9 9 9
o
N)
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 4 7 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 1 5 5 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 2 1 5 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 8 8 t o t a l 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 . 4 8 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 1 2 8 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 2 1 2 8 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 9 4 3 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 4 0 0 0 C l X l / C T 0 . 2 1 0 0 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 2 1 0 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 8 9 9 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 5 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 2 0 7 1 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 2 0 7 1 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 6 5 7 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 . 5 : 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 0 4 1 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 2 0 4 1 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 8 1 7 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 5 2 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 2 0 1 1 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 . 2 0 1 1 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 7 7 7 T O T A L ) 1 . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 5 3 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 9 8 0 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 9 8 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 7 3 9 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 5 4 0 0 C l X l / C T 0 * 1 9 4 6 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 9 4 8 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 7 0 3 T C T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 . 5 5 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 9 1 6 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 9 1 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 6 6 7 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X P / C T 0 * 5 6 0 0 C I X  l/CT 0 * 1 6 8 3 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 8 6 3 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 6 3 3 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 5 7 0 0 C l X l / C T 0 * 1 8 4 9 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 8 4 9 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 6 0 0 T C T A L 1 * 0 0 0 8
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 5 8 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 8 1 5 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 8 1 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 5 6 8 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 5 9 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 1 7 6 1 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 7 8 1 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 5 3 7 Î C T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 0 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 1 7 4 5 C J X J / C T 0 * 1 7 4 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 5 0 8 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 1 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 7 1 0 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 7 1 0 C 4 X 4 / C 7 0 * 0 4 7 0 T O T A L 1 . 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 2 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 6 7 4 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 6 7 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 4 5 1 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 3 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 1 6 3 7 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 6 3 7 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 4 2 5 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 4 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 6 0 0 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 6 0 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 3 9 9 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 5 0 0 C I X  l/CT 0 *  1 5 6 2 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 . 1 5 6 2 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 3 7 5 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 6 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 *  1 5 2 4 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 5 2 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 3 5 1 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 7 0 0 C l X l / C T 0 *  1 4 8 5 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 4 8 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 3 2 9 T C T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 8 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 1 4 4 6 C 3 X 3 / C T 0* 1 4 4 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 3 0 7 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 6 9 0 0 C I X I / C T 0  * 1 4 0 6 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 4 0 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 2 8 6 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0* 7 0 0 0 C l X l / C T 0 * 1 3 6 6 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 3 6 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 2 6 6 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 7 1 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 3 2 6 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 3 2 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 2 4 7 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 7 2 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 2 8 5 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 2 6 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 2 2 9 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0* 7 3 0 0 C I X  l/CT 0 * 1 2 4 4 C 3 X 3 / C T 0 * 1 2 4 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 2 1 1 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 K 2 / C T 0 * 7 4 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 2 0 2 C 3 X 3 / C T  • 0 * 1 2 0 2 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 1 9 5 T O T A L m 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 . 7 5 0 0 cixi/cr 0 . 1 1 6 0 C 9 X J / C T  ■ 0 . 1 1 6 0 C 6 X 4 / C T 0 . 0 1 7 0 T O T A L ■ 0 . 9 9 9 9
c z m / c j 0 * 7 6 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 1 1 7 C 3 X 3 / C T  m 0 . I I I 7 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 1 6 4 T O T A L ■ 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0* 7 7 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 1 0 7 4 C 3 X 3 / C T  ■ 0. 1 0 7 4 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 1 5 0 T O T A L I * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 . 7 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 1 0 9 1 C 9 X 3 / C T  ■ 0 . 1 0 3 1 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 . 0 1 3 6 T O T A L 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 7 9 0 0 • C I X I / C T 0 * 0 9 8 8 C 3 K 3 / C T  m 0 * 0 9 8 8 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 1 2 3 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 K 2 / C T 0 * 8 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 9 4 4 C 3 X 3 / C T  - 0 * 0 9 4 4 C 4 X 4 / C T O . O I t l T O T A L 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 K 2 / C T 0 , 8 %  0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 0 0 9 9 C 3 X 3 / C T  * 0 * 0 6 9 9 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 9 9 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 0 2 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 0 8 5 5 C 3 X 3 / C T  ■ 0 . 0 8 5 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 8 9 T O T A L 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 8 3 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 8 1 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  - 0 * 0 8 1 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 7 9 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 8 4 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 7 6 5 C 3 X 3 / C T  * 0 * 0 7 6 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 6 9 T C T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 8 5 0 0 C I X  l / C T 0 * 0 7 1 9 C 3 X 3 / C T  # 0 * 0 7 1 9 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 6 0 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 8 6 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 6 7 3 C 3 X 3 / C T  - 0 * 0 6 7 3 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 5 2 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 8 7 0 0 C I X l / C T 0 * 0 6 2 7 C 3 X 3 / C T  - 0 * 0 6 2 7 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 4 5 T O T A L 0 . 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 8 0 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 5 8 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  m 0 * 0 5 8 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 3 8 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 8 9 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 5 3 3 C 3 X 3 / C T  » 0 * 0 5 3 3 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 3 2 T C T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 0 0 0 C I X  I / C T 0 * 0 4 0 6 C 3 X 3 / C T  » 0 * 0 4 8 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 2 6 t o t a l 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 1 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 4 3 9 C 3 X 3 / C T  » 0 * 0 4 3 9 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 2 1 t o t a l 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 2 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 3 9 1 C 3 X 3 / C T  * 0 * 0 3 9 1 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 1 6 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 3 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 3 4 3 C 3 X 3 / C T  * 0 * 0 3 4 3 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 1 2 T O T A L 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 4 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 . 0 2 9 5 C 3 X 3 / C T  ■ 0 . 0 2 9 5 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 0 9 T O T A L 0 * 9 9 9 9
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 5 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 2 4 6 C 3 X 3 / C T  ■ 0 * 0 2 4 6 C 4 X 4 / C T 0* 0 0 0 6 T O T A L « 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 . 9 6 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 1 9 7 C 3 X 3 / C T  » 0 * 0 1 9 7 C 4 X 4 / C T C* 0 0 0 4 T C T A L » 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 7 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 1 4 8 C 3 X 3 / C T  » 0 * 0 1 4 8 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 0 2 T O T A L « I . O C O O
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 8 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 0 9 9 C 3 X 3 / C T  = 0* 0 0 9 9 C 4 X 4 / C T 0 * 0 0 0 1 T C T A L « I * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 0 * 9 9 0 0 C I X I / C T 0 * 0 0 4 9 C 3 X 3 / C T  = 0 * 0 0 4 9 C 4 X 4 / C T 0* 0 0 0 0 T O T A L - 1 * 0 0 0 0
C 2 X 2 / C T 1 * 0 0 0 0 C I X  I / C T 0 * 0 0 0 0 C 3 X 3 / C T  * 0* 0 0 0 0 C 4 X 4 / C T 0* 0 0 0 0 T C T A L - I * 0 0 0 0
o
SECTION 2
COMPUTER OUTPUT USED TO CONSTRUCT FIGURES 4-1 through 4-13
Th e f ü l l o m i m g  is a c h e c k  ü n t h e p l a n n i n g  In d e x  
AND THE PHOJECTEU i n c o m e s AND EXPENDITURES
O
Th i s  i s  T H c. i n i t i a l  I S r O M M A T I O N  o b t a i n c o  f u r  
P L A N b V I L L L  S E N I O R  H I G H  S C H O O L  M R  H O P E *  P R I N C I P A L  
A V E R A G E  D A I L Y  A T T L N O A N C E  = 6 0 0 * 0 0
N U M R £ R  OF E G U I  V A L E N T  F U L L  T I M E  T E A C H E R S  m 4 0 * 0 0
N U M n d R  OF O l F F t R F M  S U R J c C T S  * 4 5 * 0 0
T O T A L  N U H O E M  O F  C L A S S E S  = 2 1 0 * 0 0
t o t a l  N U M f  F R  O F  ClHiflSCS = 6 0 * 0 0
A V E R A G E  N U M B E R  UF L N R C L L M F N T S  P E R  P U P I L  « 5 . 2 6
A V E R A G E  N U M B E R  OF S E C I I O N S  P E R  C O U R S E  » 2 * 6 2
A V E R A G E  t e a c h e r s  S A L A R Y  = 7 2 0 4 * 0 0
A V t R A G E  D A I L Y  A T T E N D A N C E  « 1 5 * 0 0
H*'
N U M U E R  O F  L U U l V A L L N l  f U L L  T I M E  T E A C H E R S  = 4 6 5 2 8 3 * 0 0  Oo\
N U M R E R  UF D I F F E R E N T  S U C J L C T S  »
P e r c e n t  a o o l o  t o  t l a c h f r s  s a l a r i e s  f o r  o v e r h e a d  » as. oo
t u t a l  C u r r e n t  c x p l n o i t u r e  « 46S26S* oo
C L A S S  S I Z E  = 2 0 . 1 1
T c A C H u R  L O A D  • 5 * 2 5
THc F ÜLLCe :NÜ ÜLC.C»UHF.S THF. TERMS USED IN THIS PROGRAM
FUNX = THE PLANNING INOtX FUNCTION
C l X l  3 T O T * L  C L O T  CF C L A S S E S
C 2 X ?  - T U Î A L  C U S T  LF I L A C H L R S
C J X *  t o t a l  C C S T  IF S U Ü J L C T S
C 4 X 4  = T O T A L  C O S T  CF I M f  E N R O L L M E N T
XI ^ N U M o t  R  U F  C L A S S E S
X«f a NUMO c R UF TtACHfPS
Xi = SUMO l R UF SUt^JtCTS
X4 * N U M O t R  OF Cf.'<CLI.MFNTS
cr 3 TUTAL FX"ENHITURE LESS BUILOING ANO TMANSPORATION COSTS
Ci * C O S T  P c R  C L A S S  
C /  - C O S T  P f R  T E A C H E R  
Cl ■ CCST plR suMjncr 
C a  3 C O S T  P L R  e n r o l l m e n t
XLl 3 L A M H D A  t 
X L 2  « L A W H D A  2 
X L J  * L A M ' D A  I 
X L 4  a L A M h O A  A
X L S  a L A M U D A  5   ̂ ^
P C ? X 2  * F.'IACTICN CF C T  USfcO F O R  C 2 x g  * ^
X L l X I  a T U T A L  LFF. C r  I P C M  XI ^
X L 2 X 2  a T o t a l  F F F F C T  H « c M  X2
X L 3 X J  a T o t a l  F F T i.CT f r o m  x j
X I A X A  a T O T A L  L F F E C T  E W Ü M  XA
Th e  m a t r i x  i s  t h e  H c S S l A N  M A T R I X
AAl a THE F I R S T  P H  I N C i P L r  U h T F R M | N A N t  
A A 2  a T H E  S E C O N D  P R I N C I P L E  D E T E R M I N A N T  
A A J  a Th e  T M I R O  P R I N C I P L E  D E T E R M I N A N T  
A A A  a T H E  F O U R T H  P R I N C I P L E  D E T E R M I N A N T  
PI a F R I C T I O N  UF C T  F C R  C l X l  
P 2  ■ F R A C T I O N  cr C T  F O R  C 2 X 2  
P 3  a f r a c t i o n  o f  C T  F U R  C J X 3 
P A  a F R A C T I O N  CF CT F U R  C A X A  
T P  a S U M  CF T H E  F R A C T I O N S
T n I S  I S  TMF I N I T I A L  C A S E  L I N E  D A T A  
P C 2 x e  » 0 . 7 2 0 1
FUN* - 0 . O Q O O O O O
C I X l  9 5 9 7 7 0 . 0 6
C J X l  K 6 9 7 7 6 . 0 6  
Cl » 2 8 4 . 6 5
C J  a I 3 2 8 . 4 0
C T  a 4 6 5 2 6 5 . 0 0
C 2 X 2  a 3 3 S 0 6 4 . 0 0  
C 4 X 4  3 1 0 6 6 4 . 6 7
C 2  a 8 3 7 6 . 6 0
C 4  «  2 . 5 2
X I 210.00
C L A S S  S i z e  =
4 0 . 0 0
T E A C H E H  L O A D
4 5 . 0 0
5 . 2 5
4 2 2 4 . 0 0 O00
XL: a
X L J  a 
X L 5  « 
XLIX: a
X L 3 X 3  »
- 0.0000000 
o . o o o o o o u  
0.0000000  
- 0.0000000 













AAI a - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 8 0
PI = 0 . 1 2 8 4 7
0.00002:2
u . o o o o o o o
- O . O O O O V V l
O . O O U O O O O
0.0000000 
* 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 9 1  
0 . 0 0 0 1 7 6 2  
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
A A 2  % - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P 2  a  0 . 7 2 0 1 2  P 3  a
0.0000002 
0.0000000 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 9  
0.0000000
A A 3  m  - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  A A 4
0 . 1 2 6 4 7  P 4  «  0 . 0 2 2 9 2
0.0000000 
T P  m  0 . 9 9 9 9 9
Th e  f o l l o w i n g  p l a n n i n g  H U O E L  i s  b a s e d  O N  I M P U T E D  C H A N G E S  IN T H E  A V E R A G E  D A I L Y  A T T E N D A N C E
THE F O L L O W I N G  IS a  L I S T I N G  O F  T H E  P R O J E C T E D  E N R O L L M E N T  
a n d  T h e  N E E D E D  HtVc.NUE' IF C T / A D A  W O U L D  R E M A I N  T H E  S A M E  
Yr.AR A V E R A G E  D A I L Y  A T T E N D A N C E  N E E D E D  R E V E N U E
0 3 0 * 0 0
aio*oo
8 7 0 . 0 0  
I 0 4 0  «00 
1 1 7 0 . 0 0  
12U0.00
A 6 S ? 8 5 . 00 
4 7 1 1 0 1 . 0 6  
S 0 S 0 Q 7 . 4 3
6 0 4 8 7 0 . 5 0  
6 8 0 4 7 9 . Jl
6 9 7 9 2 7 . 5 0
Th e  F o l l o w i n g  i s  a  l i s t i n g  o f  t h e  p r o j e c t e d  e n r o l l m e n t
A N D  N E E D E D  R E V E N U E  IF C T / A D A  W O U L D  R E M A I N  T H E  S A M E  
w i t h  a n  a n n u a l  i n f l a t i o n  h a t e  O F  4 P E R C E N T
Y E A R  A V E R A G E  D A I L Y  A T T E N D A N C E  N E E D E D  R E V E N U E
OVO
3 0 0 . 0 0
8 1 0 . 0 0  
8/0 .00
I 0 4 0 . 0 0
1 1 7 0 . 0 0
1200.00
4 6 5 2 8 5 . 0 0  
4 6 9 9 4 5 . 1 0  
5 4 7 2 6 6 . 8 2  
6 8 0 3 9 7 . 0 4  
7 9 6 0 6 4 . 5 4  
8 4 9 1 3 5 . 5 1
T H E  F U L L O « I N G  IS A L I S T I N G  Ü F  T H E  P R O J E C T E D  V A L U E S  O F  XI X 2  X 3  A N D  X A  
V<-AR XI X 2  X J  XA
0 2 1 0 . 0  A O . O  A S . O  A 2 2 A . 0
1 2 1 2 . 6  A O . 5 A S . 5  A 2 7 6 . 6
2 2 2 8 . J A 3 . S  A 6 . 9  A S 9 3 . 6
3 2 7 3 . 0  5 2 . 0  5 8 . 5  5 A 9 I . 2
A  3 0 7 . 1  5 8 . 5  6 5 . 8  6 1 7 7 . 6
5  3 1 5 . 0  6 0 . 0  6 7 . 5  6 3 3 6 . 0
T h e  F u L L O & l N G  IS A l i s t i n g  O F  Î H Ë  P H O J E C T E O  C O S T  V A L U E S  
B A S E D  O N  A N  A 4 N W A L  I N F L A T I O N  R A T E  O F  4 P E R C E N T  .
Y E A R  Cl C 2  C 3  C 4
0 2 0 4 . 4  8 3 7 6 . 6  1 3 2 6 . 4  2 . 5
1 8 7 1 1 . 6  1 3 6 1 . 5  2 . 6
2  3 0 7 . B 9 0 6 0 . 1  1 4 3 6 . 7  2 . 7
3 3 2 0 . 2  9 4 2 2 . 5  1 4 9 4 . 2  2 . 6
4 3 3 1 . 0  9 7 9 9 . 4  1 5 5 4 . 0  2 . 9
5  3 4 6 . 3  1 0 1 9 1 . 4  1 6 1 6 . 2  3 . 0
THJS IS THE INITIAL INOCX CHECK FOR YEAR
F U N K  s 0.0000000
C I X l  a 5 0 7 7 0 . 0 6  C 2 X 2  = 3 3 5 0 6 4 , 0 0
C 3 X 3  = 6 9 7 7 8 . 0 6  C 4 K 4  a 1 0 6 6 4 . 8 7
Cl S 2 8 4 . 6 5  C 2  a 6 3 7 6 . 6 0
C J  a 1 3 2 8 . 4 0  C 4  a 2 . 5 2
C T  » 4 6 5 2 8 4 . 9 9
XI s 210.00 X 2 4 0 . 0 0 4 2 2 4 . 0 0
C L A S S  S i z e 20. 1 I t e a c h e r  LOAD 5 . 2 5
XL I *
X L 3  m 
X L 5  ■ 
X L I A I  a 
X L 3 X 3  *
- 0.0000000 
0. O O O O O O O  
0.0000000 
- 0 . O O O O O O O  
0.0000000
X L 2  « 
X L 4  *
X L 2 X 2
X L 4 X 4
0 . O O O O O O O  
0 , O O O O O O O
0.0000000
0.0000000





- 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 9  I 
0.0000000
0.0000000 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 9 1  
0 . 0 0 0  1 7 6 2  
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
0.0000002 
0 . O O O O O O O  
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 9  
0,0000000
A A I  a - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 8 0  A A 2  * - 0 . O O O O O O O  A A 3  * - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  A A 4
PI a  0 . 1 2 6 4 7  P 2  M  0 . 7 2 0 1 2  P 3  m  0 . 1 2 8 4 7  P 4  «  0 . 0 2 2 9 2
0.0000000
TP * I.00000
THIS IS THE INITIAL INDEX CHECK FOR YEAR
F U N X  = - 0 . O O O O O O O
C I X l  a 629A6.2V C2K2 » 352822,
C J X 3  - 629A8.29 C 4 X 4  » 11230,11
Cl * 2V6.0* C2 * 0711,66
03 = l3dl,S3 C4 « 2.62
C T  = 480VA5,I 0
XI 2 1 2 , 6 2 X 2  « 4 0 . 5 0 X 3 4 5 , 5 6 4 2 7 6 , 8 0
C L A S S  S I Z E  * 20, 1 1 T E A C H E R  L O A D  # 5 , 2 5
XL I a 
X L 3  a 
X L 5  ■ 
X L I X I  * 




• 0 , O O O O O O O  
0,0000000
X L 2  a 
X L 4  #
— 0 , O O O O O O O  
- 0 , O O O O O O O
X L 2 X 2
X L 4 X 4
-0.0000000
-0,0000000
- 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 7 8  
0 , 0 0 0 0 2 0  7 
0,0000000 
0,0000001
0 , 0 0 0 0 2 0 7  
0 ,0000000 
- 0 , 0 0 0 0 9 6 6  
0,0000000
0,0000000 
- 0 , 0 0 0 0 9 6 6  
0 , 0 0 0 1 7 1 8  
- 0 , 0 0 0  0 0 0 9
0,0000001 
0 , O O O O O O O  
- 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 9  
0,0000000
AAt a - 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 7 8  A A 2  a - 0 , O O O O O O O  A A 3  a - 0 , O O O O O O O  A A 4
01 a 0 , 1 2 8 4 7  0 2  a 0 , 7 2 0 1 2  P J  * 0 , 1 2 8 4 7  P 4  •  0 * 0 2 2 9 2
0,OOOOOOO
TP # 1,00000
THJS IS THE INITIAL INDEX CHECK FOR YEAR
F U N X  * 0 . O O O O O O O
CIXl 3 70313*34 C2X2 = 394115*67
C3XJ - 7 0 3 1 3 * 3 4  C4X4 * 12544.45
Cl » 307.88 C2 % 9060*13
C3 « 1436*79 C4 » 2*73
C T  » 5 4 7 2 6 6 * 8 2
XI 2 2 6 * 3 7 X 2  * 4 3 * 6 0 X 3 4 5 9 3 * 6 0
C L A S S  S I Z E  * T E A C H E R  L O A D 5 . 2 5
XLI * - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  X L ?  « 0 . O O O O O O O
X L 3  m 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  X L 4  * 0* O O O O O O O
X L 5  m 0* O O O O O O O
X L I X I  M - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  7.L2X2 ■ 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X L 3 X J  « 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  X L 4 X 4  m 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 . 0 U O 0 0 6 8  
0 * 0 0 0 0 1 7 9  
0 . O O O O O O O  
0*000000 I
0 * 0 0 0 0 1 7 9
0*0000000
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 6 3 6
0*0000000
0*0000000 
- 0 * 0 0 0 0 8 3 6  
0 * 0 0 0 1 4 8 9  
- 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
0*0000001 
0* O O O O O O O  
- 0 *  0 0 0 0 0 0 7  
0*0000000
AAI m - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 6 8  A A 2  » - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  A A 3  m  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  A A 4
PI ■ 0 . 1 2 6 4 7  P 2  ■ 0 . 7 2 0 1 2  P J  m 0 . 1 2 6 4 7  P 4  «  0 . 0 2 2 9 2
0.0000000
TP m 1.00000
Th i s  i s THF INITIAL INDEX CHECK FOR YEAR
F U N X  a 0*0000000
CIXl « 8TAIA.M4 C2X2 = 480971*66
CJXJ * 87414*64 C4X4 = 15595*49
Cl = J20.20 C? = 9422*53
C3 a 1494*27 C4 = 2*84
CT M 660397*04
XI 2 7 3 * 0 0 X ? 5 2 * 0 0 5 8 * 5 0 5 4 9 1 * 2 0
C L A S S  S I Z E  « 20* I 1 T E A C H E R  L O A D 5 * 2 5
XLI a - 0 . O O O O O O O  X L 2  • - 0 *  O O O O O O O
X L 3  a 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  X L 4  * - 0 *  O O O O O O O
X L 5  a - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X L I X I  a - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  X L 2 X 2  a  - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X L 3 X 3  a 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  X L 4 X 4  a  - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cn
-0* 0 0 0 0 0 4 7  
0 * 0 0 0 0 1 2 5  
0*0000000 
0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 * 0 0 0 0 1 2 5
0*0000000
> 0 * 0 0 0 0 5 6 6
0*0000000
0*0000000
- 0 * 0 0 0 0 5 6 6
0 * 0 0 0 1 0 4 2
- 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
0*0000001 
0* O O O O O O O  
- 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 5  
0* O O O O O O O
AAI a - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 4 7  A A 2  a - 0 *  O O O O O O O  A A 3  a - 0 *  O O O O O O O  A A 4
P I  a 0 * 1 2 6 4 7  P 2  a 0 * 7 2 0 1 2  P 3  a  0 * 1 2 8 4 7  P 4  m  0 * 0 2 2 9 2
-0*0000000 
T P  a  1 . 0 0 0 0 0
Î«I5 IS THF INITIAL iNOk'X CHECK FOR YEAR
F UNA a 0 • OOOO OOO





C 2 X 2  = 5 7 3 2 6  7 . 0 7
C 4 K 4  a 1 6 2 4 6 . 7 3  
C 2  a 9 7 9 9 . 4 3
C 4  » 2 . 9 S
XI 3 0 7 . 1 2 5 8 . 5 0 6 5 . 6 % %4 6177.60







0 . O O O O O O O  
0 . O O O O O O O  




0 . O O O O O O O  




O . O O O O O O O
C\
• 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  S7 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 ) 9  
0 . O O O O O O O  
0.0000000
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 9 9  
0 . O O O O O O O  
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 4 6 3  
0.0000000
0.0000000
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 4 6 3
0 . 0 0 0 0 8 2 3
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
0.0000000 
0.0000000 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 4  
0.0000000
AAI * -0.00000 37 A A ?  v -0.O O O O O O O  A A 3  » - 0 . O O O O O O O  A A 4
PI " 0.12647 P2 * 0.72012 P3  # 0.12047 P4 « 0.02292
0.0000000 
T P  «  1 . 0 0 0 0 0
T h i s  i s  T H t  In i t i a l  i n d e x  c h e c k  f o r  y e a r
F O N X  a 0*0000000
CIXl = 109093*72 C2X2 s 6 : 1484.88
C3XJ = I 09093*7^ C4XA ■ 19463*16
Cl » 346*32 C? s 10191*41
C3 = 1616.20 C4 g 3.07
CT » 6491.15.SI
XI 3 1 5 , 0 0 X2 * 6 0 . 0 0 6336*00
C L A S S  S I Z E  « 2 0 *  I I T E A C H E R  L O A D  « S.25
X L I  «
X L 3  - 
X L S  ■ 
X L I X I  = 
X L 3 X J  «
— 0 * O O O O O O O  
0* O O O O O O O  
0 , O O O O O O O  
-0 *  O O O O O O O  
O . O O O O O O O
X L ?  * 
X L 4  «
0 . O O O O O O O  
0 , O O O O O O O
X L 2 X 2  «
XL 4 X 4  «
0*0000000 
0 * O O O O O O O
-0 .00 00 0  IS 
0* 0 0 0 0 0 9 4  
0*0000000 
0*0000000
0 * 0 0 0 0 0 9 4  
0.00 00000 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 4 4 0  
0.0000000
0.0000000 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 4 4 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0 7 8 3  
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
0* O O O O O O O  
0.0000000 
- O * 0 0 0 0 0 0 4  
0*0000000
A A I  m - 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 3 5  A A ?  * -0* O O O O O O O  A A 3  * 0* O O O O O O O  A A 4
P I  ■ 0 * 1 2 6 4 7  P 2  • 0 . 7 2 0 1 2  P 3  « 0 * 1 2 0 4 7  P 4  »  0 * 0 2 2 9 2
0* OOOOOOO
TP a 1.00000
J J  I t
TM t  •■Ql.LOxING IS A P U U J K C T I O N  A N D  C H E C K  O N  T H E  P L A N N I N G  M O D E L  W H E N  T E A C H E R  S A L A R I E S  A R E  R A I S E D  
t u n  p e r c e n t  In  T E R M S  C F  O A S U  Y E A R  D O L L A R S  
A T  A R A T E  OF T . U  I’E H C N h T  P E R  Y E A R
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